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THURSDAY MORNING SESSION

November 15, 1962

The hearing held by the Committee on Long Range
Objectives of the American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants convened at 9:30 o’clock in the Bath Suite of the

Ambassador East Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, with Mr. Robert
Trueblood presiding as the Chairman.
Those present were:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Robert Trueblood
John L. Carey
Norton Bedford
Clifford Heimbucher

Experts:
Mr. William W. Cooper
Dr. Abe Charnes

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Let me just start out to give the

two of you a little prospective.

This is the sixth of a series

of interviews with experts from other disciplines and other

fields.

You have seen the profile of the Profession in which we

raise a series of questions about which we think we ought to be

concerned.

Some of them are maybe irrelevant, other questions

may have been deleted.

We want your comments on that aspect

of the situation.
One of us, and it is my duty today, prepares what we
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call a position working paper on the basis of your presentation

and the transcript of your presentation, which is an unpolished

working document attempting to summarize your position about
your relationship to our profession as distinguished at this

time from our evaluation of your position or our acceptance or

rejection of your position.
We have to this time talked with Ezra Solomon on

economics, Alex Battelus on the behavioral sciences, Alfred
Turtlow on public relations, William Fouche on corporate law,
and we met with a panel of leading accountants from all over

the world.

You are billed as quantitativers.

Tomorrow we talk

with Morton Grodzins of the University of Chicago, whom you
both know, and just for perspective, this is not settled, we

still have on our list a systems expert,not an EDP man, but a
systems expert in the sense of integrated over-all business

systems, a sociologist, and Courtney Brown as a representative

of non—accounting educators; a panel of government accountants
or executives, a group of investment bankers and/or investment

analysts, a small panel, no more than three, of industrial

executives possibly broken down between management and finance
executives.
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We

want to hear consumers generally in the nature of

bankers and probably a group of accounting educators.
That list is tentative, but it gives you some idea of

the depth of our approach.

Completing this cycle of fifteen

to twenty interviews, a book will be prepared, a monograph or

what have you, let us call it, "The Profile of the Profession

1975”.

It will be narrative, of course.

It will incorporate

what we have learned from all of you, accepting some of it,

rejecting some of it hopefully.

The outline may be substantially

similar to the outline of the questions you saw.
Now the proceedings here are completely informal.

would like you to

may not

We

feel free to quiz us about what you may or

think you understand about our field.

We

may push you

pretty hard, if you try to go too hard with us or if you are
failing

to answer the things which are concerning

It will

us.

all be recorded, but you will see the tran

script, you will ultimately see whatever we draft as a working
position paper, but we want to make it clear that that is our
working position paper, not yours.

Now I thought we might start out this morning, unless
you have any questions about procedure—do you, Bill or Abe?

MR. COOPER:

No, I don’t.
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CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Abe?
DR. CHARNES: No.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I think we all know that Abe is

a mathematician and I suppose technically speaking you are an

”economotician", is that right. Bill?
MR. COOPER:

An accountant.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

MR. COOPER:

With this I agree.

This I insist on.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I think the best story I can tell

about Bill, I don’t know of one about Abe, but whenever my
phone rings late at night, Fless always says, "That is either
Bill Cooper or very bad news".

MR. COOPER:

Is there a distinction?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Now I think it would be helpful

to the committee, since I am so involved with you, if each of
you just give us a five minute sketch of what you have done,

what your interests are, maybe some of your publications, your
activities and that sort of thing, holding it down to five
minutes, if you can.

Then we will let you have the floor on an

interrupted basis for whatever we regard as being a reasonable
period of time.
Bill, would you like to fill in?
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MR. COOPER:

Actually I got into accounting mainly

through the offices of Eric Kohler when he was with Arthur
Anderson and Company, primarily because at that time he needed

somebody to check some mathematical developments involved in a
patent royalty suit where the inventor and the accountant were

at loggerheads;

one of them rounding off what the other was

most interested in and vice versa.

And I, having been originally

trained in economics, got very interested in accounting and in

trying to reconcile the two of them.

I worked for Anderson via

Kohler at the same time that I also worked for him on the de
velopment of the background for the original tentative statement
of principles of the underlying corporate financial statements.

I then went with him down to the Tennessee Valley
Authority, from there up to Columbia University School of

Business, where I did additional work under Roy Kester, left
there to go with the Federal Government, which I thought was

going to be a statistical job, but it then turned out to be an
accounting job with the Budget Bureau, going into the develop
ment of the various accounting status, ranging from the FCC to

the War Procurement Department.

I then went to Carnegie Tech to teach economics and

got involved in overhauling their accounting curriculum.

This
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is why I say I am an accountant, maybe not a good one, but

nevertheless.
In the meantime I picked up a considerable background

in statistics and econometrics.

That is the basis of Bob's

suggestion.
I got very interested in putting this collection of

things together.

This led me into operations research manage

ment, management science, electronic computers and related kinds

of theories and in that, I stumbled across Dr. Charnes in the

Economic Department at Carnegie Tech, where I ran across a
different system of mathematics than I was use

to.

I had been taught to learn mathematics and then look

for a place to apply it.

Dr. Charnes taught me the opposite.

What you do is look for an interesting problem and then look for

the mathematics to solve it.

That makes him an applied mathe

matician instead of an implied mathematician.
I guess that throws the ball over to you, Abe.

We

have done a great deal of work together since then.

DR. CHARNES:
Illinois.

I started out like many others, at

I was there for eight years in total, and in ceramics

I had no idea that mathematics was even a possible profession
and as in Bill’s case, I came under a remarkable person who was
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my teacher, and so I transferred in the middle of my Junior

year from engineering, having completed all of the work of a

Bachelor’s and Master’s level into mathematics and the liberal
arts;

into all of these modern abstractions, which as a matter

of fact arose from trying to study a very difficult practical

problem at this time in the physical sciences.
This also was the sort of path that my teacher had

followed for chemistry into mathematics.
applied mathematician.

Bill talks of me as an

My initial training was through some of

the men who have been in the forefront

abstract or modern mathematics movement.

of what is called the
That is, such as

Lionel Dare, my own professor and so on.
But I did have, I think, a solid foundation in a

substantive sense of many of the areas of interest for mathemat
ical usages, for the use of mathematics as a tool, as a means of

advancing a particular art.
I was in the first wave of American mathematical

retreads.

That was shortly after Pearl Harbor, when really,

mathematicians became alarmed about the lack of any applied

mathematicians, and I was at Guam—I served during the war

initially as an applied mathematician in various areas, among
which was the newly-originating Operations Research and so on.

I
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Some of the materials which occur in the now classic work of

Morris and Kimball came up, my idea on punch cards.

I was in

one of these weapons system evaluation units and having come
back after it, I was in a rather mixed up state.

I did a

doctoral thesis on Supersonic Dynamics and was awarded a First
Doctorate Fellowship in Apological algebra.

Since then I have not been at all mixed up.

I came

to Carnegie Tech—one thing I found out during the war, and

that was, I really am interested in the usages of mathematics,
in developing scientific knowledge in it.

across Bill.

In the field, I came

I enjoy very much working with others.

Their

problems always seem to have more interest than my own and Bill
and I, I guess, got started over a famous lunch table at

Carnegie Tech and since then one of my major interests has been
in trying to develop what one might call a mathematics of
management, mathematical methods for both men and management

functions, the theory of management.

This is both for planning

and control.
I have, as a matter of fact, kept up with other
activities.

I have been publishing all along in things like

"Publication Theory" and so on, and I am at present at North
western in a capacity which extends over these various areas.
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Since my work experience included some administrative

and executive functions, I have done some things of this sort
in connection with the organization and direction, supervision

of research groups in operations research management science
and so forth.

I bring to the area of management, I think, a fairly
broad knowledge of what the resources of mathematics are, and
although my work technically has been in certain directions, I

don’t have any preconceived preferences, or I guess you might
say ideas,preconceived preferences as to what areas are the ones

one needs to use.

I prefer to think that I can bring to bear

appropriate areas or perhaps more importantly, to create ex

tensions and new areas where they seem to arise in the require
ments of the situation, management, organization, and so forth,

which I am trying to help advance.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
DR. CHARNES:

Okay, anything else, Abe?

Just one more.

Bill has emphasized one

point; although I have a great fondness for abstract mathematics
it is in the tradition of the mathematician Hiesenberg rather

than Felix Klein.

Felix Klein is notorious for his elementary

mathematics from a higher standpoint, in other words, proceeding

from an abstract down to the concrete.

Hiesenberg's approach,
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which was a good deal deeper, was from the elementary advanced

mathematics, from an elementary beginning, in other words, from

the concrete to the generality and abstractions as of the
highest level and I prefer to work in that direction, from the
concrete to the general.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I would just like to say one more

thing and make it completely clear for the record, these men are
working actively and deeply on honest-to-God business problems.

Over the years they have consulted for us.
with Arthur Anderson.

They have consulted

They have worked in actual situations,

and just to name a few, Mead Papers, General Mills, Major Ad

vertising Company, Ramco and any number of actual business

situations.

I just wanted to get properly oriented.

And I suppose by way of speciality, you are both
identified publicationwise and practicewise to some degree with
one-year programing?

I might also say the Institute, the Big

Eight and the individuals within the profession would never

have—I will put it the other way.

I think Bill Cooper is

responsible for activating our Interest in statistical sampling.

So now you have the floor.
MR. COOPER:

I have the floor.

Well, I think the

background here has satisfied the main points I want to make.
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The first point I think for our purposes, we can regard most of

the mathematics Abe has been talking about as essentially a
postwar innovation; that the vast bulk of this mathematics has

in fact been developed in response either to situations in the

social sciences, economics, psychology, what have you, and more
latterly particularly with respect to management and the manage
ment sciences.
The parts that I want to talk about are, it seems to

me very closely related to accounting and in fact, as I shall
attempt to demonstrate before we are through, the more recent

developments in this area lie very close to the heart of an
accountant.

It seems to me I am in a somewhat different status

than some of your other expert witnesses, but I am here talking
about matters that are not peripheral to me, but as a matter of

fact, lie across its main course of development.
make that clear as I go along.

I will try to

By taking specifically what

might be called pure accounting application, making sure I don't

get them mixed up with finance or marketing or any other function

of the business, I am going to ultimately wind up here right in

the heart of double accounting methods, its analysis of finance
statements and the new kinds of financial statements that will be
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necessary to make this kind of accounting technique under
standable to management.

Now, you have noticed that we have titled this, "Data,
Decisions and Duality".

I might start by saying that the covers

here are provided gratuitously by Carnegie Institute of

Technology.

They are the only covers I had.

The school is not

to be held responsible for what I say.

MR. BEDFORD:

MR. COOPER:

How about advertising?

Well, this was done in a rush yesterday

and it was all I could get hold of in a hurry.

The title will probably strike you as somewhat peculiar
"Data, Decisions and Duality".

We shall mainly be talking about

the area of linear programing, but we will relate that to the

other kinds of mathematics ranging from statistics, gain theory,
computer developments and so forth and so on.

I guess the only

one we will leave out for the most part, Norton, is communication

theory.

Although that can be dragged in here, too, if necessary,
[Mr. Cooper distributed booklets pertaining to his
presentation.]

MR. COOPER:

Now I want to start this from the manage

ment side and you can think of this in the following fashion,

as one job of management, we can think of the operating manager
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here, possibly at a very low level, say the foreman level, as

having been given certain kinds of conditions, for instance a

budget, a certain set of machines, a collection of labor.

His

job then becomes to do the best possible he can with the given
resources under the given policy restrictions with the given

amount of resources which I shall call his direct problem.

The dual to that problem is to provide the best
conditions for this foreman to do his job under.

For instance,

what policies had best govern him, what kinds of resources had

best govern him, what kinds of managerial freedom and so forth?
To get this job done, of course, we need to consider

the various surrounding factors and the kinds of information

that the foreman would need or the president of the company, if
we happen to be looking at him, in order to do the job that he

is required to do.

The information might be of a quantitative

or of a qualitative character.

distinction between those.

I am not going to make any sharp

It might be of a functional or

organizational kind.
For instance, what part of the organization is this

particular function best performed in?
is this function best described?

In what particular ways

We also want to be able to

consider how the job can best be done when we know all the
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information and can supply it or when we know only part of the
information and can supply that.

And we also want to consider

situations where the information is completely unobtainable and
what can best be done to do the given job or dually to alter the

conditions under which the job is done, even in the absence of

information.
Now I don’t need, I think, to elaborate point 3 on

the memorandum here, because I think in all of these areas,
stretching from the quantitative to the qualitative, in the

functional or non-functional organization, when we look at the
accounting in the company, these have been typical ways ac

countants have of functioning in an organization.
Now possibly the thing for me to do now is to turn to
the first exhibit and try to illustrate all three of these by
means of a very concrete example.

matter of fact arose.

A concrete example that as a

I will turn the discussion very shortly

over to Dr. Charnes, but let me give you part of the background

of this.
This is an example cooked up by the accountant of the

Creoley Petroleum Company in Venezuela.
consulting down there at that time.

Dr. Charnes and I were

We were working mainly with

the engineers in the refinery and the accountants were brought
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in and it led to a number of discussions.

We were trying to

develop a mathematical example to bring oil from the field at

Lake Mirabo to storage for movement to tankers or other parts of

Esso.

The accountants were very much concerned since they knew

it was literally impossible to cost the transport cost of the
oil from the field, to the tanks or the tankers or the refinery
accurately.

You can see this is going to be mostly a fixed

charge that you have got in there.
The pipe lines are in.

You will incur certain minor

labor costs and energy charges and things like that.

But your

real charges here are optimum costs.

Now we had a long discussion in which we tried to
point out to them that it was not necessary for these kinds of
models to think of the kind of accuracy that you need to think

of for ordinary accounting models.

In fact, the techniques were

designed to be turned around and tell you the kind of accuracy

you needed.

The accountants gave us a rough time and we finally

challenged them.

We had been discussing this kind of problem

with them and they knew what the connotation was by this time.
We finally challenged them to make up any cost figures they

liked and to see if in fact they could make the optimum program

sensitive to the accuracy of the cost figures.
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The cost figures in this case were cooked up by the
Creoley accountants, not by us.

The result is that the program

does not depend on any of the cost figures precisely.

In fact,

we will shortly discuss the matter of just how precise the
conditions have to be and then we will go on to discuss the

program, the data accuracy required and then the dual problem of
changing the figures under which the problem is in fact designed
to give the best solution.

Abe, why don’t I turn it over to you at this point?

DR. CHARNES:

If you look at Exhibit 1 on page 6, and

also on your accompanying sheets, page 2, let me elucidate what
is involved.

On your exhibit you will notice there are three

origins for goods to be shipped, for instance, oil, and there
are four destinations.

Now corresponding to each square or cell

in there, we have a route.

For example, the upper left-hand

square on your column D 1, first destination, and row 0 1, first

origin, that cell corresponds to shipment from the first origin

to the first destination and the figure racked up in the smaller
square in that cell 25, is the unit cost of shipment from the

first origin to the first destination;

and so on in this table.

Now then, the cost figures were provided by the

Creoley accountants in Mirabo, and you see they are subject to
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fairly large variations from the cost of zero all the way up

to a unit cost of 100 for shipment from the third origin to the
first destination.
MR. COOPER:

questions so far?
MR. CAREY:

DR. CHARNES:

Let’s stop for a minute.

Are there any

Are these hypothetical cost figures?

These were hypothetical cost figures,

but the group was trying to suggest, in order to defeat our con

tention, that as soon as you have an interdependent system, a
highly interdependent system, it is very difficult to specify
cost, to specify without having some means of analytically

handling this complexity that will make the result sensitive to
any individual things.

In other words, the system has a tendency to swallow
up individual distortions and perpetrations.

It has a logic, a

tenacity of its own, and exactly what this consists of, it is

not terribly Important or even relatively significant.
Here is your difference between a zero and 100.

MR. BEDFORD:

Is there relatively any relationship be

tween the figures?
DR. CHARNES:

of this system.

There are, but there is a characteristic

We have certain amounts to be shipped from each
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of these origins.

We have the three amounts, 10,000, 15,000,

20,000 barrels of oil and the requirements at the four destina
tions, 5,000, 12,000, 13,000, 15,000 barrels of oil.

abilities are in the total column at the right.

The avail

The require

ments are in the bottom row labeled "total".
MR. BEDFORD:

Maybe I don’t understand you, but your

dollar cost of transporting from origin 1, say, to destination 1,
you have 25.
DR. CHARNES:

25 cents a barrel.

MR. BEDFORD:

Coming from origin 3, you have 100.

I

wonder if there is a relative relationship as compared to 1?

You say 25 to 100 is a perfectly arbitrary figure?
DR. CHARNES:

That was done by the accountant.

criteria they used we don’t know.

What

We didn’t restrict them to

the actual figures into the field, which would have gotten the

thing into a long argument as to whether the things were actuals
or hypotheticals.
We told them to go ahead and use actuals or negative

figures.

They couldn’t use the negative ones.

MR. BEDFORD:

The point is, when you said hypothetical,

this is what you distinguish as —
MR. CAREY:

There is no necessary relationship to
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reality, no experience factors?
MR. COOPER:

We had been working with the engineers

using cost figures and this is what led to the original dis
cussion.

They wanted to know what we meant by the word optimum

program — best possible program.

Well you see, part of the

teaching the economists have given us lies in this direction,

too.

Those of you who have studied Alfred Marshall recognize

that term right away.

It means, in order to determine the cost

of anything, for instance, whether or not to increase the amount

of a product, you want to determine whether or not it contributes

to the total company profit.

And the classical economic so

lution to that problem consists of varying this one product and

holding everything else constant.

That is what is meant by the

saying ceteris paribus, everything else being equal.

In contrast to that, there is, using a comparable
Latin phrase, mutatis mutandis.

The cost here would be deter

mined by how you would have to optimally adjust everything to
the one unit variation in the particular product that you were

concerned with.

Did I make the distinction clear?

In one case you

are allowing them constant and allowing this one to vary.
fairly clear in most business situations you will not rest

It is
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content with just adjusting this one product, because once you
have made the adjustment you will look at everything else that

needs to be adjusted to that particular adjustment you have

looked at.
I am not just talking around in a circle here.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I think this is a very important

point because in the one case and the classical or more usual

situation, you in effect take all facts given save one and toy

with it.

In real life, everything is really variable and inter

dependent, so your mutatis mutandis tries to bring in real life
in the sense of extreme variability and interdependence.
MR. COOPER:

MR. CAREY:

Yes.

Although I had five years of Latin, I

would appreciate a literal translation.
MR. COOPER:

It means, step by step, everything adjusted

to everything else.
If you move Joe Jones up one step in the army, you are
going to adjust the whole army to an optimum arrangement with

respect to him as against just seeing what would happen if you

moved Joe Jones up and held the rest of the army constant.
Now this gives me a lot of trouble, you see, because I
learned in my economics the ceteris paribus notion. If an
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economist asked me if these dual evaluators are in fact marginal

cost notions, I would have to say yes.

At the same time I would

have to say, “You are wrong”, because there is this distinction

between the two things, you see, and I will argue one of the
things that has prevented us from using the classical economic

notion has been precisely this.
Now the reason for this curiously enough, is a mathe
matical one and not an economic reason.

In the teaching of

classical economics, whether you do it by the graphical technique
of Alfred Marshall or whether you do it by the modern econo
metrics standpoint, he has taught it by the calculus, the calculus

notions which lend themselves very nicely to the ceteris paribus
notion and very badly to the mutatis mutandis notion.

The re

sult is that most economists think that the calculus notion and
the marginal cost notion are precisely the same thing.

They are

not.

The concept of marginal cost is a broader and more
fundamental notion than the corresponding, what is called the

derivative in the calculus.
This only began to be clear to me
as I began working with these things here and finding that I

could not get them into the calculus form very conveniently at

all.
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Notice now that the way a development of a new mathe

matical methodology can in fact help to clarify things as to
what it is we are really talking about in much the same way that

the notion of a new technique called double entry accounting
could in fact help to clarify what business transactions are

about.

You have to remember that.
Accounting is a methodical innovation.

It helps to

clarify a lot of things, even though of its own nature it had no

substantive findings to present.

This is a point I want to re

vert to, because this is another reason I want to argue.

This

is very close to the core of accounting itself.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

So your new approaches then are

made possible by the existence of new techniques or new mathe

matical technologies or manipulations or conceptions?
DR. CHARNES:

Very much so.

Bill has emphasized that

classical economics suffered from mathematical methods which did
not allow you to formulate some of the situations that one

actually has.

slackness.

For example, the very important situation of

That is, you start to take an action.

pens until you exceed a certain threshold.

Nothing hap

As an example, if

you have a warehouse, then the capacity is no problem so long as

you are using only a fraction of the volume of that warehouse.
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It is only when you start to get close to the volume of the
warehouse that this is
estimate of needs.

a problem and that this need enter your

This situation is not one that could be

taken care of by the calculus types of models in mathematics,
in that as soon as you started filling up, then you would be

getting certain requirements on costing and so on.

The situa

tion is that if calculus, of always being in the variable part,
I am talking about, analogously of cost rather than being in a

part in which you have already put down the sixth payment and
you have no further payments until the next periodic time at

which you have that cost to be Incurred.
MR. COOPER:

Let's find out if we have any questions

at this point.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

We have coffee now ready, so if

and when you are at a reasonable break in your continuity, let
us know.
MR. COOPER:

Why not go through this rather rapidly

and give them some time to think about it while they are at cof

fee?
The concepts here are perfectly clear once you get then

straight.

But they are very elusive until you do.

MR. BEDFORD:

Before you start, how are you going to
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use your stepping-stone procedure if you go from one place to

another without having your relative;without saying your 25,

four to one ratio?

What is your ratio?

MR. COOPER:

Do you take care of this?

We are not going to go through anything

like the stepping-stone procedures.

This is an optimum program.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
You had better not.
DR. CHARNES:
If I may make an analogy to a very old

accounting procedure which I have recently revived for the bene

fit of some of my daughter’s arithmetic homework — I haven’t
been giving her the right answer, so I think you are all familiar

with the process of casting out of nines.

This gives you a check

on accuracy in a very easy manner without going through the whole

work.
In analogous fashion what we have here in this new

mathematics is the ability to find out which of these differences
will have a direct influence on the best shipment pattern and
what in effect are the exact ranges in which the shipment pattern

—- if you will notice, encircled in these things makes what calls

them stepping-stones, which Implies a certain technical aware

ness of this model.

X2 = 2; X3 = 8.

These are the amounts which

are to be shipped from the origin as designated by the particular
row to the destination as designated by the particular column and
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these are the amounts which will result in the lowest possible

over-all shipment bill.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Let me clear that up.

What is

in the circles is in effect your solution to the optimization in
this particular case?

DR. CHARNES:

MR. COOPER:

That is right.
X2 means cell 2, counting from left to

right?

MR. BEDFORD:

Is that calculation based upon the

cost figures you have down here?
MR. COOPER; And out of those cost figures we give a

total cost of $241.

DR. CHARNES:

It was recapitulated on page 2 of this

sheet so that you can see these amounts and the relevant unit

cost for them and you have the calculation of the total cost
associated with this program which is $241.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

And your conclusion is that the

$241 is the least aggregate cost of moving forty-five thousand

barrels of oil from three origins to four destinations?
MR. COOPER:

Bob.

Okay, now we need a distinction here,

Between the best program and the cost of the best program

there may be many, many costs for which this program is the best.
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There may be other costs for which it is not.

Once we know

what is the best, we would also like to know what it costs.

those two are quite separate questions.

But

We may have firm con

tractual commitments to get this oil to these destinations and

they may have these capacities firmly in place.

These are the

possibilities you have.
Your first problem is to do it at the lowest possible
cost and your next problem is to find out what it costs you to

do it at the lowest possible cost.

We will later introduce a

terminology that will facilitate that discussion.

But I think

it is important not to get these two things mixed up.

Is it clear, to get the total cost all we did is, if

you look at the left-hand column, we are shipping two units from
origin 1 to destination 2.

cost is written here of $20.

It costs us #10.

A figure, total

Running it down this way, the

total cost program turns out to be #241.
Now the next thing we need to know is the accuracy

of those cost figures.

Now I don't think we will have time.

We will come back to this later.

Let me just outline this.

If you look in the next part, under "b" on page 2, you

will find the accuracy.

This is done figure by figure.

It is

possible to do this in other ways, but I think this is the
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simplest one.
The c1 is the cost in 01, D1.

dollars;

Namely, let’s say

twenty-five dollars per unit.

I know that doesn’t make sense in terms of oil field

examples, but it is easier to calculate it by dollars.
Now then we can ask the question, how low does that

cost have to go before it would upset the optimality of this
program?

It can go all the way down to zero.

If we know that

cost lies somewhere between zero and any other positive number,
the program remains optimo.

That is all you need to know about

the accuracy of that figure.
We run down to the next figure where we have actually

got a program itself.

unit.

The current figure is ten dollars per

That figure would have to go down to nine dollars a unit

before it would be worth-while shipping any more over that

than is now being shipped.

route

It would have to fall below nine

dollars a unit, and if it went all the way up to thirty-five
dollars a unit, it would not be worth-while shipping any less

than is now being shipped over that route.

Is it clear what we

are doing here?
In other words, we have turned these tools around now
to find out what accuracy has to be in the data to justify the
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optimality of this program.

Of course, as you change these cost

figures you are going to change the $241, particularly on the

program.

Say C2, which is now ten dollars, that is the one in
O1, D2,

to say eleven dollars, and of course the program costs

would go up.

It would go up by two dollars.

But it doesn’t

mean that it would upset the optimality of that program.
Now there is another thing—I guess we had better hold

off until after coffee.

We might say 0, well, we have got ten,

fifteen and twenty in the recommendations and five, twelve and
thirteen in the recommendation;

ten at origin 1, fifteen at

origin 2 and twenty at origin 3;

five at destination 1, five at

destination 2 and so forth.

about those figures?

You might say what is so sacred

We might raise this question in a variety

of ways and one of the interesting ways we can raise it, you see,
we were looking at the production aspect of this problem. Suppose

we look at the marketing aspect of this problem and suppose the

marketing manager comes to us and says, ”I have got an order now
to increase.”
Let’s assume for the moment that the cost data are
accurate. “To increase it I would like to increase our total

sales from forty-five to forty-six units.

How much shall I allow
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for freight?”
Now this question is no longer obvious because you
can’t just take the market and the supply course and say it is
going to be the connecting link between those two, because we

can shuffle all around this thing as we go about it.

Well, it

turns out by a very simple calculation I can tell this man,
”If you raise this from forty-five to forty-six units and if

I these cost figures are accurate on the used routes, then you will
drop your total cost.

for freight.

You don’t need to allow anything at all

In fact, you can reduce the total freight bill if

you ship more units.”

This sounds like a rather puzzling conclusion.

I am

doing it deliberately and I want to emphasize the mutatis
mutandis, which is quite different from the ceteris paribus.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

The conclusion you are now de-

monstrating is not illustrated by page 2?

MR. COOPER:

No.

I

[A recess was taken.]
DR. CHARNES:

Exhibit 1.

Let me call your attention back to

Inside these squares we have the program, namely

what amounts are to be shipped from which origin, to which
destinations, then outside on the rims we have certain labeled

. Clearly the R refers
4
K

numbers, R1, R2, R3, K1, K2, K3, and
to row and the K refers to column.

We are moving into the

Deutsch at this point, because the C has already been pre-empted
for another purpose.

Now these are actually related to a so-called dual

problem, to our direct problem of minimizing the aggregate ship

ment costs.
But let me only point out here that by means of these
numbers on the rims, we can in fact determine that this program

is an optimal program, and the manner in which we do it is as

follows.

We look at any particular root

or cell.

We add to

gether the row number and the column number corresponding to the
cell.

For example, in the upper left-hand corner the roots from

origin 1 to destination 1, the row number R1 is zero, the column
number

is zero.

The sum is zero.

That number is less than

the unit cost, 25, for shipment over that route.

Again let us look at 01, D4, row 1, column 4.

zero.

The column,

is leas than thirty.

is four.

R1 is

The sum is therefore four.

The unit cost in the 01,

That

cell.

Or take another one, let’s take 03, D1, there R3 is

minus two; K1 is zero.

Their sum is minus two.

than one hundred, the unit cost in that cell.

That is less
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I think you would probably understand the idea that

accountants have in putting in such extremely large costs which
is that if these routes were to be involved, just a small

change

in the amounts would give you a large change in the aggregate

cost.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
or what is the significance

Abe, can you tell us how you get

equals zero and R3 equals minus 2,

for example?
DR. CHARNES:

These actually relate to what Bill was

talking about as the marginal costs of increasing—decreasing

the availability and requirements.

If one adds the sum of the

row and column number, for example, R3, K1, that is minus two
and one subtracts that from one hundred, that will give you then

102.

That will be the rate of change of the total, the aggregate

cost per unit change in the availability and requirements per

taining to this cell.
MR. BEDFORD:

How did you get the zero and the minus

DR. CHARNES:

I had a feeling you might be curious

two?

about that.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
technical here.

We don't want to get too
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DR. CHARNES: Well the thing is this, you are allowed

to pick one of these numbers because it is only their differences
that are of significance.

zero.

So suppose we choose the

to be

Then we would determine from this stepping stone cell,

this program used Route 02, D1, that R2 is five from the re
quirements that the sum of the route and the column number be

equal to the unit shipment cost for that cell.

You see, five

plus zero is equal to five and we continue further with the

requirement that the sum of the row and column number be equal

to the unit shipment amount for those cells on which we have
actual shipment.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

So this is a mathematical

determination after you have determined the optimum low cost in
the given program?

DR. CHARNES:

That is correct, but notice that the

determination is independent of the precise amounts being shipped.
It is dependent only on which roots
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Yes.

are actually

used.

But this is part of the

mathematics as distinguished from relating minus two to plus

ten or any incremental cost or anything like that?
MR. COOPER:

The two things to be observed are the

sum of the R Indexed by the row and the sum of the K indexed by
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the column must be equal always and the amount on any program

cell which has a circle in it, which we have previously de

termined.

That is point 1.

Point 2, the test for optimality is whether the re
sulting sums are smaller than the no programed sums.

true, then the program is optimal.

If that is

It is the last one that

allows us to check the data accuracy.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

But the number zero, ten to four

assigned to K‘s has nothing other than in a sense mathematical

or abstract significance.

They are not related to costs or

incremental costs.
MR. COOPER:

Oh yes.

The point is this, Bob, two-fold.

First thing I think you want to assure yourself of is

this distinction.

The mathematics link behind this is suffi

ciently complex, I wouldn’t want to undertake an explanation of
it.

But I think you can assure yourself despite that compli

cation the results of application are simple.

They simply in

volve rules of two numbers checking into the cell and seeing if
they are similar to other numbers in the cell.

arithmetic that is required.

That is all the

That is as simple as you can get.

It is at least as simple as ordinary bookkeeping.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I suspect I have already led you
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too far.
MR. COOPER:

lying that mathematics.

Wait a minute.

There is a logic under

That logic admits of many interpre

tations.

In this case the interpretation must be by dollar

figures.

Because to say equal means they are equal to the

dollars in those cells or less than the dollars in those cells.
Those are already dollar figures we are looking at.

If this

were an engineering problem it might be something else, but the
logic of mathematics, you see, can develop in many, many directions.

The semantics of it will lead to the particular problem.
This is a management problem and it must lead to a
management interpretation and it is that duality of interpre

tation that we are driving at now.

Now then as you recall we already checked

DR. CHARNES:

for various cells where the sum of the row and column numbers were

in fact less than the unit shipment cost.

For those cells which

are actually used in the program these sums are equal to the

unit shipment costs.

And as Bill has stated, our conditions of

optimality are simply that the sum of the row and column numbers

must be less than or equal to the shipment cost in order that we

have an optimo program.

If this is greater than the shipment

cost we do not have an optimal program and in fact, we can make
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direct use of the root

so designated in order to make an im

provement in costs.

Now then, the fact that the sum of the row and column
numbers is equal to the unit cost in the program cells is our

means of deciding how far the unit shipment costs can be varied

and still preserve the optimality of the shipment program.
For example, in 01, D1, the sum of the row and column

number is zero.

In order for the first root, the 01, D1 root

to be usable in an optimal program which would not increase this

cost of $241, that unit shipment cost would have to be zero.

It

must be brought down to be equal to that sum of the row and
column numbers.

How about another one that looks Improbable?
of one hundred.

That is worse than any other.

The one

You will notice

that roots with unit shipment costs of ten, fifteen, are being
used.

You might think that if you brought the one hundred down

to say two or three, that would be a candidate for usage in this
optimum shipment program.

But no, the sum here tells you that

you must give a subsidy of two dollars per unit on this root

in order that you can use this root and obtain the same aggregate
costs of $241 for the optimum program.
MR. COOPER:

You notice in many cases we are equipped
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to say all you need to know is that there are some costs.

You

don’t need to know what it is to know that it should not be

used.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

That is how you get your minus

two on page 2, Paragraph b,on the c9 deal?

That is the lower

limit?

MR. COOPER: So the R and K for each column automatical
give you the lower level to which the non-program cells can be
dropped before they become candidates for an optimum.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

MR. COOPER:
a more intricate way.

How about the upper limit?

They are also involved in that, but in
I would rather not go into that.

Let’s

leave it alone.
On the upper limit where you have program cells in

volved, where you have 01, D2, you notice that can be raised
from our figures, from ten dollars to thirty-one dollars without
in fact reducing the optimo shipment of two over that root at

all.

In other words, if we were to increase that cost by one

hundred per cent that would still be optimum.
Now that Involves a little bit more elaborate analysis

and I would rather not go into it.

I would rather go into the

next point which is the further use of the dual.
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When I say to our marketing man as to how much he has

to charge for the freight, which is the one I think we left you
with, provided you have no further questions on the accuracy we
can cover in a general way without going into it too technically-

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I don’t think we should challenge

that, with the possible exception of Norton.

MR. COOPER: Well you have people in most of your firms
and your campuses have people who can check this.

If we are

off base we will give back our fee.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

What I want to do. Bill, without

interfering too much here is, once we get the general picture

of this, then we want to know how it is used, how it can be used,
what is the impact on accounting or the profession?

MR. COOPER:

That is right.

So why don’t you go into

the next one?
DR. CHARNES:

All right.

Now then, on page 3, we are

pointing out another rather unusual characteristic of having
these row and column numbers we speak of generally as evaluators,

the fact that the sum of these two, R3 and

is minus two which
1
K

means that we can reduce the total cost of the program by in
creasing the requirements and availability in first, destination

1 we increase the requirements and increase the availability from
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origin 3.

You notice these are the two which zero in on that

cell at the same amount and thus we have again our total avail

ability is equal to the total requirements.

Then we will reduce

the cost at a rate given by the sum of the row and column numbers
MR. COOPER:

Let me briefly indicate how that can be

brought about so you can persuade yourself of it*

If you raise

the amount at origin 3 from twenty to twenty one and raise the
requirement at destination 1 from five to six, you will then be
shipping forty-six units and shipping forty-six units*

Is that

right?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

MR. COOPER:

Right.

All right, with that change of figure

suppose you change the amount going from origin 3 to destination
3 to six units from the previous five.

You would then be ship

ping now a total of twenty one units at that origin, leaving the
fifteen alone as before.

Now, however, you would be shipping

fourteen units to D3, whereas thirteen is all that is required.

Add down the column and you will see.

Change the eight there

fore to seven.
Now then that leaves you shipping out nine from origin
1 whereas you are required to ship out ten.

So raise the two

that you are shipping from origin D1 to D2; raise that to 3.
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Now then you are shipping too many to destination 2 .

the ten that is being shipped from O2 to D2 to nine.

So reduce
That leaves

fourteen units being shipped out of origin 2 whereas fifteen

units is required to be moved, so raise the five to six.
Does everybody follow those adjustments?

Now if you

check out the increments you will also see what these R’s and K’s

are doing for you.

When we increased from origin 3 to desti

nation 3, we increased that by one unit.

ciated with that.

There was zero asso

So there is no increment to total cost coming

from that source.

When we lowered the amount going from origin 1 to
destination 3, we experienced a two dollar reduction in the total

cost.

Right?

We have previously been shipping eight; and we

are now only shipping seven.

On the other hand, when we raised

the amount going from origin 1 to destination 2, we raised it

from two to three.

We experienced the ten dollar increment in

cost.

So we have this far a ten dollar increment and a two

dollar increment for a net increment of eight dollars.
Dropping from 02 to D2, we found we reduced the cost
from fifteen dollars by reducing the shipping amount from ten

to nine, so that lowers us now to--we had an increment of eight
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That makes a minus seven.

and an increment of fifteen.

On the

other hand we raised the amount going from 02 to D1 from five
units to six units so we got an increment now of five, so the

net increment is two dollars.
We in fact produced exactly the effect we said we
would.

In other words, the R^ plus the K1 gave us the net in

direct cost of all the shufflings that were required to bring
this program into line with the rims.

MR. BEDFORD:

This is valid if you have the basic

minimum cost, if that 241 is right.

That is your assumption,

that the 241 as the maximum is the best.
MR. COOPER:

It is a little more elaborate than that.

What you say is technically accurate.

But as Abe indicated at

the outset, we have one degree of liberty or freedom in the
choice of those R’s or K’s.

Remember again, arbitrarily

by

setting one of these equal to zero, you could have chosen any

other figure, a million, it makes no difference, it would have
come out precisely the same, because we are setting the amounts
so they will always equal

the

amount on the program cell.

So

your statement is almost accurate.
It is not quite accurate because you see we still have

a great deal of mutatis mutandis adjustments available to us in
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those tables.

So I can wind up by saying something like this, I
don’t know what the total cost is, but within certain limits
that

I

can specify, I can tell you that if you increase your

capacity at Origin 3 and your requirement at Destination 1,
Mr. Marketing Man, you will drop the freight bill, whatever it
is, by two dollars.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Would all this be true if you did not

have one cell, one area in here with a cost of zero?
DR. CHARNES:

If I change the costs in column D3 as

follows, let’s see what kind of a number would you like in there?
Let’s replace that zero by two hundred, the twenty above it by

two hundred twenty and the two above it by two hundred two.

You

see, even this, which is one of the simpler structures in the

linear programing example has this feature.

I don’t think any

one would guess this offhand, and someone who has a strong
technical knowledge, I think, would, after you point out this

possibility, but this is the sort of thing which is embedded in

these evaluations.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD;

Now you have indicated, I think,

that by Increasing the program to forty-six on a balanced basis

you can reduce your aggregate total cost.

Now say without going
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into the whys or wherefores or how you would do it, if you de
crease the program to some other balanced program you can do the

same kind of thing, and tell us the same sort of results?

MR. COOPER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Now one further question is,

what happens if your origins and your destinations are out of
balance?
MR. COOPER:

here, Bob.

We took the simplest kind of problem

There was really no problem.

There are mechanical

devises for handling that when they are out of balance and in

fact we can extend this to tell you how to re-balance the thing
in the best possible fashion.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Given the out of balance

circumstance?
MR. COOPER:

It may be of interest to the group, I

have just had visiting me this year, a mathematician from Poland

who has been elaborating these methods precisely to advise the
Polish Government as to where to increase and decrease its

potato

processing facilities.

Working with these methods he

has worked out a further extension.

There is no mathematical

trouble in doing it.
One of the things that I found very interesting in
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talking to him, it turns out that the man who had. been schedulin g
the transport of potatoes around Poland—I don’t know whether

they make Vodka or what out of them, but they apparently have a
hell of a lot of potatoes they transport around Poland—was an

economist.

In fact, was an assistant to my former professor,

Oscar London at the University of Chicago.

And this economist

had worked out a method by marginal knowledge, ceteris paribus,
and it turned out it did not give the lowest cost of it.

The

mathematician then proceeded to work out a very simple method
which did this.

All of this time was thereby consumed by the

economist’s reluctance to give up the ceteris paribus notion.
For nearly a year they wrangled with each other because

this man would not take the simple method which was Just about
as simple as the one we have here.

the method of marginal analysis.
has a favorite trick.

He was determined to apply
And each time the mathematician

You present him with a method and if it

is not optimum, his Job is to provide you with an example that

shows that your method will not lead to an optimum in that case.
This went on for a year until finally the economist had to be
removed.

It turned out then that the economist was the only man

who could really do the calculations because the rest of these
people apparently have a great trouble with ordinary numbers.
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It is a managerial problem we don’t ordinarily run
into.

They had one electronic computer in all of Poland.

He

said it only worked by fits and starts and nobody understood

what it was doing when it was working, so he finally worked out
a set of numbers where the people could work out this optimum

number.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

If I am not moving too fast, Bill,

can you run down a list of financial-type circumstances in which

this technique has been used in your experience successfully in
this country?

Yes.

MR. COOPER:

I prefer, if you don’t mind, to

hold that off until we can talk about financial statement analysis
itself, rather than hooking this in.

don’t want to argue.

My original point was I

These things are peripheral.

I will argue

what we are doing here is a mathematical extension of ordinary
accounting.

I will later try to demonstrate that.

MR. BEDFORD:

Will you tell me how I am going to tell

a man, if you ship more, it is going to cost you less?
MR. COOPER:
typical problem an

That is a trivial problem, but it is a
accountant is confronted with.

How do you

explain to a man who for instance has seen what standard costing

is about, that it is an improvement over what he has had?
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Hasn’t this been a typical problem in accounting?
MR. BEDFORD:

MR. COOPER:

I can do that one, but not this one.

That is what I am going to argue later

on, that there is a great challenge here, that the profession
had better get on to in terms of learning about what is needed.
All I can do here is outline today what the possibilities are.
I think you can agree these things are pertinent to many kinds

of business situations.
If I can tell a marketing manager or a traffic manager

how to ship more goods at less total cost, then he can ship less

goods.

Notice however, I had to advise him on the location both

of the market and the source of supply.

It is not true that he

can arbitrarily increase this and do this.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: What I am concerned about, Bill,
is that given our limited time, we must get into whatever limited

areas of technique you must explain to us, because really what
we want from you, and I know you can give it to us, is the re

lationship, of the impact of all this stuff to the profession,
to us as individuals and to education.

We have an outer limit

of roughly 3 o’clock, subtract an hour and a half for lunch.
So I am afraid, interesting as the technicalities may be, we have

got to hop, skip and Jump.
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MR. COOPER:

All right.

Let me summarize what we

were saying in this fashion, we have now indicated what we mean

by a direct problem which was in this case to determine the
optimo program if possible, also the optimo cost.

We have also tried to illustrate what we meant by
data related to decisions by using the same methods that we
determined the optimo program with to check the needed accuracy

of the data.

We then related this to the dual problem.

It so

happened, incidentally, that he used a dual here to check the

data accuracy.

But the Important thing here is that we can also

turn around and give management a guide to the conditions to
which they in fact wanted an optimal solution.

I pause here to find out whether or not what I mean
by the dual is approximately clear?

I am thinking of dual in the

managerial sense, not the mathematical sense.
MR. CAREY:

You mean as dual, as first a solution to

a specific—
MR. COOPER:

Every management problem.

MR. CAREY: The second phase of a duality, and the
conditioning under which it is done.

MR.

ment situation.

COOPER:

We want certain things in every manage

We want, given the situation, to do the best

j
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possible job.

The dual to that is that we want the best possible

situation.

Let me put it that way.

reflection here.

That has its mathematical

You see, dually here we could tell the manage

ment that if they in fact wanted to ship more, they could do so
at less total cost than by shipping less.

This was not the best

possible situation to do the best possible job, although the
best possible job was done under a given situation.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

This goes back to your initial

definition of duality, in which you assume (a) given resources
defined broadly; and (b) conditions or circumstances in the sense
of policies and programs.

MR. COOPER:

Yes.

Now the next one, if you turn to

point 5, I just simply want to use this as a means of developing

terminology.
calities here.

I don’t want to get into any particular techni
But we do need some terminology.

Exhibit 2 is a physical problem of production which we
want to relate to certain problems in accounting and marketing.
We have two machines which have rated capacities of twelve hours

and ten hours respectively.
column.

That is over in the right-hand

We can use these machines to produce two products which

I am calling small x1 and x2 here respectively in the left-hand
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two columns.

If we produce product two,

we can produce it at

two hours per unit processing time on the first machine and zero
hours per unit processing time on the second machine.

Think of

this as two machines, one of which feeds into the other.

That is

to say we can produce product two on the first machine and it

does not require any machining on the second machine at all.

Is

that clear?

It takes zero time is the mathematical translation of

that fact.

If we want to produce a product of x1, the other

product, we must utilize three hours of processing time on the

first machine and five hours of processing time on the second
machine before we get a completed product.

Now there is nothing in the problem that requires us

to use machines to capacity which is the production man’s dream.

We found this, by the way, to be universally true.

He tends to

use physical criteria and if you give him a lot of capacity

around, he feels it is his job to use up the capacity, very often

to the detriment of the profit of the company.
of fact, is taken from a real case.

This, as a matter

The data are hypothetical.

But it is taken from the machine data processing in the S. K.
industry many, many years ago, in the fabricating process.
We can take the variables X1 and x2 and drop them into
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position alongside the three, five, two, zero, and if you look

directly under that you will find this has the peculiar symbol,
3x1 + 2x2 = 12.
Mathematically this means we can assign any numbers,

and x2 here, provided when we multiply them by the processing
time and add, they will not exceed the twelve hours of rate of

capacity on that machine.

Okay?

So just by dropping those variable into position in
that fashion we formed what are called the constraints of a
problem.

Now in a simulation study you would very often use a
mathematical model of this type and you would use this in

equality, since here, this part means whatever appears on this

side must be smaller,and this part allows it to be equal.
is an abbreviation of the sign equal.

This

In a simulation kind of

model, what you would do is turn on an electronic computer and

would choose various numbers, x1 and x2, provided they did not
exceed the numbers twelve and ten that are written in the direct

problem.
Now how would you judge such a solution?
let’s not worry about how these figures are derived.

In this case
I have

written some criteria elements beneath it, for product one.

For
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each unit produced we get a dollar over and above our variable

cost.

For product two we get a half a dollar.

For simulation

we would choose the numbers x1 and x2 that satisfy those con

straints.
Suppose we picked the number x1 = 1 and x2 = 2.

You

would get a figure derived by instituting the next thing which

we are calling the figures of merit. If he picked x1 equal to
one and x2 equal to two, z would be equal to two dollars.

The

difference between a criteria element and a figure of merit.
What a simulator would do would be to try out various kinds of

programs of this kind and look at the figures of merit and choose
something called the best one or something he might regard as
satisfactory.

That is essentially what is involved in a so-

called simulation.
If you could convert the model, and that is the

mathematical model we have written down here, into one which
involved maximizing the figure of merit, considering all possible
x’s that satisfy those constraints, then he would have an
optimization model.

The objective of the optimization is to choose a
maximum figure of merit or the minimum figure of merit if this

happened to be a cost example rather than a profit example. Is

the distinction between an optimization model and simulation
model clear?
The simulation model will not guarantee you the best
results. Both of them are concerned with the feasibility of the

results, which means they must fit the constraints of the pro
blem. Most of them generate figures of merit.

The optimization

problem involved specifying a method 'which guarantees that you
do in effect get the optimum.

The right-hand side of a constraint, we want to
distinguish,

just as we were distinguishing the rims of that

transportation model, so we call those stipulations.

In that

case the stipulations happen to be ours of available capacity.

They might be many, many things.
For instance, if you were looking at an advertising

media mix example, they might not have anything at all to do
with hours of rated capacity.
I want to get away from the notion these have to be
considered relations.

They might be purely qualitative.

might be issues of preference.

They

This firm might want to be known

as a producer of high quality items.

That can be put down here

perfectly well as an elaboration of a model.
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There might be a legal restriction or a union re
Those things can also be put in here.

striction.

However, this problem, too, has a dual and I want to
keep it as simple as possible.

We formed the dual problem by

writing the inequalities in precisely the opposite way.

You

notice the direct problem, I formed the inequality by referring

to the rows.
row.

3x1 + 2x2

— 2 was picked out from the first

The dual problem is similarly formed with reference to the

column.

I write 3w1 + 5w2 is equal to or greater than one

dollar.

W stands for work.

And the next is formed by 2w1 + 3w2

is greater than one half dollar.

The figure of merit, "g" is determined by 12w1 + 10w2.
As we pick w1 and W2, that satisfies those constraints and we

also satisfy a figure of merit.
You see the direct problem here, we are asking the
direct question, given the conditions, the stipulations, in

other words, what is the best possible figure of merit we can

generate and how do we go about generating it?
The dual problem goes to how can we alter the things

we are stipulating to see if we are using the best possible
conditions?

MR. BEDFORD:

This is straight down the line on the
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simplex theory except you have added the stipulation can be in

non-qualitative terms, am I right?
MR. COOPER:

Yes.

In other words, when we solve this

dual problem we would know how much we can add to our profits

by altering either the twelve hours of capacity or the ten
hours of capacity.

That is all you need to know here.

So the

terms I will need are criteria units, stipulations, constraints.
The dual and direct problems, I think, are clear enough.
Now then, Abe used the word structurate the problem.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Can I stop and ask one question

here?

Again your duality involves that you are working with

both sides of the situation, capacity on one side and incremental

profit on the other, and you are ending up apart from your
mathematics with the best circumstances within a given program;

and again you could adjust this sort of thing to determine the
most desirable program, or what would happen if you programed
up or programed down, is that right?

MR. COOPER: Yes.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: One further point and I think

this may be important for us.

You are in all cases, or in this

case you are again working with profit contribution over and

beyond direct costs as distinguished from the typical accounting
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notion of total costs?

MR. COOPER:

Yes. Well, I can’t really answer that

question with an unqualified yes.

I later want to get to what

I shall call misstated issues, in accounting, and particularly
between accountants and economists, which have long plagued us

on both sides of that fence.

But I call your attention to the bottom of the page
here in the meantime, with reference to expression two.

And I

observe that we there have a control from the top management

standpoint on whether or not the lower echelons of management
are in fact doing the job of generating the correct figure of
merit. You see, the minimum that top management requires of

them is that they get the maximum under whatever conditions top

management states for them.

That is what that expression says.

You see, we can delegate this to them and say, "All

right, you guys, run the machines as best you can.

Now when

you submit your program for approval, tell us the figure of

merit that you are going to get."
Now it so happens that it is a product of these methods

of calculation that it will also generate that “g” figure for us
and will tell us immediately whether or not they are doing the

best possible job under the conditions we have given them to
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operate under.

Conversely it allows us to turn around as lower

echelons of management and say to top management,

"If you people

will alter the conditions for us, here is how much more profit
we can produce for you."

Notice how we get around that is, we provide different
information to lower tiers and upper tiers of management.

But

there is no possible confusion of the kind you get into in
ordinary accounting where we say, give lower echelons of manage
ment detailed cost and production figures and summarize these

to an over-all net return or over-all return on net costs, which
is an entirely different situation from what we are requiring

from bottom management.
I have seen this happen and Dr. Charnes has seen it
happen many, many times in many, many companies.

You will find

a long series of cost compilations, engineering types series,
which are summarized and they come to the Board of Directors’

level and they say this is not satisfactory.

It is by no means clear in most situations, those two

sets of people are working from the receipt of information.

There is a lot of information on the way.

When I take seven

thousand sets of costs for General Electric and summarize them
in three costs for the Board of Directors, costs for Division A,
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Division B, and Division C, that is not the same information
any more.

This information out here is oriented

kind of conditions that top management requires.

toward the
It is setting

conditions on some work and at the same time oriented toward the

kind of condition that bottom management requires but every bit
of information of the direct problem used is used in the dual.

Observe that.

Exactly the same information.

We have simply oriented the information in a different

way to produce different results which lend themselves to the
kinds of decisions these two kinds of people must make.

When you get the w1 and the w2, they don't tell you
how much these people are going to produce.

But they tell you

how much you will increment or decrement the profit.

They also

tell you whether or not these people are doing the best possible
job under the indicated circumstances and that is the kind of

information approximately you need.
Are we clear on this?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

MR. COOPER:

I think so.

So we have the words constraint, figures

of merit, objective and stipulations.
Now I want to pause here for a minute because there is

a tremendous amount of information that we have come in to time
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and time again.

objectives.

People will say that business firms have many

I have made concerned efforts in more than sixty

different companies now, along with Dr. Charnes, and I think he

will bear me out, and we have come close at times to finding
firms with more than one objective, the maximum profit objective

So far we have not succeeded and it has not been for lack of
effort.

Remember now, when a firm says to us, ”We want to make
sure that our production is stable because we don’t want to

hire and fire people”, we can perfectly well write that down as
a stipulation.

That is not what I am calling an objective. There

is only one case we have run into where there was actually
multiple objectives and that was the government in the city of

Chicago, in the planning of the city street network here in the

city of Chicago, and it turned out there were around sixty
different districts in the city of Chicago and in working out the

improvements of the city street network, it was not sufficient

just to minimize the total traffic time people would spend in
going from origins to destinations.
You might have a place like Stickney where they get

boxed in because everybody else is minimizing their time.

So

you had to take each one of these origin to destination and count
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them as an objective.

That gave you roughly sixty objectives.

Do I make the distinction clear?
MR. BEDFORD:

I would be interested in your conclusion

that you have not found a company with multiple objectives, be

cause if you change your concept from short run to long run,
all you do is bring in additional objectives.
MR. COOPER:

Let’s elaborate that and see if you think

that is really an objective.

Say I want to make myself my short

run profit, that my competitive position will not fall below a

certain level.
MR. BEDFORD:

You are assuming that your objectives

can be—I don’t want to get into a technical point here, but can

you really in practice distinguish between objective and stip
ulation?
MR. COOPER: Operationally, yes.

As I was just going

to do with you now—

MR. BEDFORD:

Well go ahead.

Let’s take the element

of risk stipulated in one case and not stipulated in another and
I will say to you one objective is to minimize the risk and if

there is not stipulation of it and in the other case it is
stipulated at a certain level —
MR. COOPER: We have been working with those things in

______________________________ _____________ _________
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the marketing model and it comes out with something of the

following character.

We want to maximize the possibility we

will get our pay-back period at a certain time without taking

more than a certain amount of risk.
MR. BEDFORD:

MR. COOPER:

That is a stipulation.

I just separated it for you again.

MR. BEDFORD: When you stipulate it like this you are
setting the amount of the risk.

MR. COOPER:

I can also turn around with a dual and

evaluate it for you.
MR. BEDFORD:

Suppose you don’t want a risk of three

per cent, that is one per cent, and your other stipulation is
that you want a risk of six per cent.

because you have designated them.
imized risk”.

These become stipulations

Others say, "I want a min

That becomes an objective.

MR. COOPER:

The risk thing is a little bit peculiar

to handle, Norton.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Does it matter at this point if
we just agree that in terms of your manipulations and theory

you handle stipulations in one way and objectives in another?
MR. CAREY: Could you put it this way, that what is a

stipulation in one

case could be an objective in another?
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MR. COOPER: That is exactly what happens in the dual
problem.

The stipulations, you will notice in the direct pro

blem are twelve, ten.

You will notice in the dual problem those

generate a figure of merit for the dual.
MR. CAREY:

I can conceive a situation where the

dominant objective is not profit but something else for a period

of time.

Then the profit minimum becomes a stipulation.

We

would like to accomplish this subject to not decreasing profits

so much.

MR. COOPER:

Let me just make the one point, Jack.

At a minimum we have a way here, I think, of clarifying.

I

think you will agree with this.

Yes.

MR. BEDFORD:

MR. COOPER:

What is meant by multiple objectives,

by attempting to factor them into these two parts and applying
both the direct and the dual problems to them—
MR. BEDFORD:

Let me point out the reason I am con-

oerned about this is that who is to set the stipulation under

which the government is to operate?

Is this to be imposed by

government or does the business have its own right to select
what it might want to do?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Both.

I think we must press on
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in terms of the technicality, because we have until 12 and if
we don't have an hour and a half or two this afternoon to relate

these things to our problem, we are going to be very unhappy and
you are not going to teach us any more about the technicalities.
I think in another was we can get back

MR. COOPER:

to the subject of risk via the duality relationship.

But I want

to turn at this point to a whole battery of other techniques and
how these things are related to things we have been discussing

this morning.

Let me turn it over to Abe.

DR. CHARNES:

Now in situations were you have compe

tition, where you have certain parties who are each striving

toward an objective of their own and these objectives are in

possible conflict, we have the so-called area of the theory of
games in Exhibit 4.

In Exhibit 4 we have a situation where there

are two parties involved and this is the so-called "skin game"
that has been chosen here and this comes from "The Finan-Seer",

and Astounding Science Fiction Story.
MR. COOPER:

A financial example, actually.

DR. CHARNES: This was written by a mathematician at

Princeton years ago.

If you look at the entries in the rec

tangular box at the top of the page, they designate what the
second player P2 must play to the first player P1, if he plays
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a black ace, and let’s say the first player plays the black ace,
it is plus one dollar he must pay to the first player or if he
plays a black ace and the first player plays a red ace, then the
first player must pay the second player an

amount of one dollar

In other words, these amounts are the amounts the first player
receives from the second;

pays, the other receives.

the situation being here that what one
What one receives is taken from the

other player.
Is this clear?

MR. COOPER:

chooses the rows p1 chooses.

The columns indicate P1

We can think of these being two

business firms where they have different possible modes of action,

where they want to take account of what their competitor might

retaliate.

That is the essential motivating notion here.

DR. CHARNES:

The situation is that neither player

knows what the other one will do.

a simple card game.

back up.

Here it is phrased in terms of

Each puts out a card on the table with the

Then the cards are turned over.

If the first player

has played the black ace, if the second player has played the

black ace, the second player must pay the first player one dollar.

If the first player has played the red ace and the
second player has played the black ace, the first player must pay

the second player one dollar.
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If the first player played the black deuce and the
second one the red ace, again the first player must pay the
second one one dollar.

Now the situation involved here is one in which there

could be many plays and the objective of each player is taken as
to secure the maximum pay-out to himself in the long run.

Now it turns out that there are better ways of playing
this game, ways in which each player can guarantee for himself,

regardless of what his competitor does, at least a certain amount,
and as it happens, although it looks as though this game is fair
from these pay offs, the fact is that the first player has an

advantage in his long run average gain if he plays optimally.
He is then a fifth of a dollar ahead.

for a player.

That is the expected gain

It is a fifth of a dollar.

And that is what is

referred to here as this optlmo advantage.

What is determined in this type of model are the

relative frequencies with which each player shall pursue a par
ticular strategy.

A strategy here consists in pure strategy and

in putting out a particular card.
Now the terms are that for the second player the best
he can do is two-fifths of the time to play the black ace and

three-fifths of the time to play his red ace and it doesn’t matter
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whether or not the first player knows.
strategy of the second player.

This is the long run

So long as he does not know on

each play what it is, exactly what the second player has played
until his own play has been made.

In fact, both the first

player and the second player could each take themselves a little
wheel and divide this into two parts, one of which occupies say

two-fifths of the wheel and the other part is the main threefifths and then they can each spin the wheel, not showing it to

the other player, and play one strategy or the other strategy,

depending on which portion of the wheel comes to rest at a fixed
pointer.

That would guarantee the second player two-fifths of

the time the black ace would be played and three-fifths the red
ace would be played, and for the first player that three-fifths
of the time he would play the red ace and two-fifths of the time

he would play the black ace.

The origin, as a matter of fact, of this whole theory
of games goes back to the financial family and the financial
bank in Budapest and it involves a type of tactic that that

family had evolved over the years for use in competitive situations
It has remained for the scion of the family, one of the great

all-time mathematicians to find a mathematical basis and

analytical basis for this.

These long run tactics involving
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relative frequency of play are what we called mixed strategies

rather than the use of the particular play.

Just one or the

other of these three would be referred to as a pure strategy.

It is not possible to gain in the long run what each can gain if

he restricts himself simply to playing one of his three possible
plays only, as does pure strategy.

Now then, there is one form of solution to a com

petitive situation which occurs repeatedly, overtime.

This is

not a central situation and it is not the situation in which
you generally want advice, like you want to know, for example,
if you are operating a refinery producing heating oil, then you
have customers to supply and their requirements depending upon

the weather, how cold it is, precisely how much heating oil you
should produce and transport in order to meet the emergent re
quirements of the customers as they arrive.

You cannot rest

three-fifths of the time and think that in February we will pro

duce so much and two-fifths of the time we will produce another
amount, because that does not tell you what you should do at a
particular instance.

Or alternatively if you think of a

situation of going across the Atlantic, sailing across the
Atlantic, one way of proceeding is to use certain fixed routes.

Pick the best route by one’s experience with the weather over a
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long period of time.

At least it would take many, many sails

to give you the best weather at the least cost.

Or what you

would really prefer is to be given a conditional type of routing
namely, as you go out and as you receive reports on the weather
and so on, you have a rule for determining the modification of

your route in order that you secure maximal economy and effic
iency of operation.
Now the latter class of circumstances corresponds to
what we call statistical decision problems.

MR. COOPER:
out here.

One additional thing needs to be brought

You will notice in the game theory, you will notice

in the classical probability of your statistics, you think even
of a simple game like playing poker, what you are really re
stricted to is the calculation of odds in the way a deck can

arrange itself or be arranged.
For example, at random, the classical statistic does

not accommodate the possibility of additional decisions that the
players might make.

For instance, the man might draw to an

inside strike, even though the odds were against him and then
rely on his ability to bluff.

Then you would have a devil of a

time by the classical statistical method trying to calculate the

probability that the man will bluff.
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That is quite different than trying to fill out, the
probability he will fill out a flush by drawing a spade.

One

is an objective event and one is a subjective event which is

keyed into objective events.

That is substantially what we were

after here and pretty well succeeded in arranging these things

so you could combine these classical probability notions with

the kinds of odds that you rationally should, that the man
having drawn to an inside straight maybe got it, maybe didn't,

and in either contingency might be bluffing or might not be
bluffing.

But the Von Nammen theory left out, it is a way of
playing games, that does not take account of the players of the

games which you need to do in most business situations.

In

many cases you may know the rational mode of play, but you may

know the man has a tendency to play in a certain way or the
firm has certain policies or it is limited by certain legal

restrictions.
MR. BEDFORD: Would you go so far as to say once a man

establishes this, would he immediately take advantage of his
disability?
MR. COOPER:

the game.

Now no man, as indicated, looks only at

It is determined by the rational mode of play of both
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players which Abe just did in this particular skin game example
and then left it at that pretty much, it turned out, and Abe

was really one of the leaders here to find out that in actual
business applications this turned out not to be adequate.

So

Abe elaborated this in terms of a combined linear programing

and game formulation.
But let me at this point say there is an exact re

lationship and only relationship via this duality again by

which the theory of games and the linear programing
be brought together.

can in fact

So mathematically speaking it is not

important which one you work in, you can always move over to the
other one when it is convenient.

In many problems it is con

venient to think of the problem in a game situation.
thus and so, what will my competitor do?

ient way to think.

If I do

It is a very conven

It turns out theoretically that the com

puting power of the game theory is very small.

It is a good

thinking tool, a bad solution.
Linear control has almost the opposite property.

Maybe that is too strong.

It has great computation power.

The

nice thing about the duality here, it allows you to think

whichever one you want in, and move

required for the further treatment.

over to the other one as
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Now there is additionally the possibility of adding

linear programing to games by constraining the players.

For

Instance, in terms of their stipulative resources or their

stipulative habits, and so forth, and then getting evaluators
on the one aspect of which is how much is it worth your while
to find out more about your opponent's habits?
The dual evaluators on the linear program are now

joined again to the game theory for that purpose.

objective we can move up and down.
not multiple objectives.

So with the

Notice the objectives are

They are what we call compound objec

tives; minimax and maximin.

Minimax is the minimum over-all

maximum.
For Instance, if you are producing — let me take an

illustration which we have been working on in the way of en
gineering design.

A manufacturer is going to produce an item

which he can sell in one of two forms.

counter or ship it out by freight.

He can sell it over the

He doesn’t know yet, since

it is a completely new item, which way the demands will come.
He knows it will come in one of these two forms.

Now what is it that he should Instruct the design en

gineer to do?

The design engineer has many, many choices.

This is one product that can be sold in one of two ways.
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Now in this particular context, not knowing what the
form of the demand is at all, it represents a condition which
the economist

from risk.

would call pure uncertainty as distinguished

In the risk case the economist would still argue

you don’t know what would happen, but you can calculate odds.
The concept of the strategy notion from the theory of games now

allows us to utilize the Von Nammen concept in the following
fashion.

We can say, looking at all the possible costs, in

cluding in one case freight costs and the other case no freight

costs, and altering your designs accordingly, looking at the

maximum costs that would be entailed for either over the counter
sales or freight sales and minimize the maximum of those costs.

See your objective here?

This is still a single objective.

We distinguished between it and the other objectives by calling

it a compound objective.
A compound objective is something else.

He doesn’t

allow you to make any institutions by making any substitutions.
If Norton were to answer me by saying,“If I offer you the pro

spect of a one dollar reduction in your profit level ten years
from now in exchange for a ten million dollar increase in your

profit level now, would you take it?”
If I were to say no to that, that the two things are
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not at all comparable, he would have to say, “Yes, you have a
multiple objective."

Otherwise, no.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Can we hurry through C, D and E

and F in ten minutes?

MR. COOPER:

Yes, we can.

Abe has already gotten to

the statistical decision.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
MR. COOPER:

Yes, that is B.

I excluded B.

Abe has already mentioned the idea of

stipulations in a raw fashion and somewhat in a guided fashion.
You see, although sometimes in the literature you find great
distinction between stipulation as opposed to stipulation

models, always opposed to optimization models, the fact is that

the history of physical science is a history of the development
of guided stipulations.

You want to stimulate the behavior of

a ray of light in passing through a medium.

optimo principle of time.
and so on.

You have done the

You have the principle of less action

These lead to stipulations in that in solving these |

problems you find out what the path in time of a system of

particles or mechanical system, whatever, will follow.

Thus

you have an optimization which gives you a simulation of some
thing in the real world.

Bill has referred to the traffic problem that we worked
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on for Katz in connection with this area.

There, what was

wanted were projections of the traffic pattern loading.

In other

words, the simulation of what the traffic flows would be, but
in such a form that when one projects changes in the arteries,

changes in the amount of originating traffic and in the amount

of traffic ending at various destinations, one will be able to

predict the differences in loading of the arteries.
For this we developed an optimization model and
analytical model, and as a matter of fact we have this first in

the form of a game theory model which one can conceptually think
of competitors from each set of origins and trying to get his

traffic over to his destinations in the least possible time.
You have this conflict objective in the situation.

We were able to do this analytically.

The whole thing

can be done computationally by means of linear programing with

the analytic model for the simulation.

However, one has all of the evaluational advantages
that we were discussing earlier in the simpler situation of just

distribution of oil from three depots to our requirements.

So

by using an optimization principle one gains great efficiency
and one gains an evaluation of power that one has in an automatic

fashion, whereas in a raw simulation you may take the results of
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many cases and you have still to make the Inferences from these.

MR. COOPER: We are actually at the point, Bob, I don’t

know whether it is worth-while covering these other ones.

I

think most of you are familiar with the notion of business games

I don’t know whether formal definitions

and things of this kind.

would be helpful in this context anyway.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I think the heuristic context,we

should have on the table.
MR. BEDFORD:

Just give me a valid answer, do you thin:

it will really make a difference?

MR. COOPER: The heuristic

method?

MR. BEDFORD: The developments in that case.

MR. CAREY:
MR. COOPER:

What does heuristic mean first?

You are going to have to kind of supply

your own answers from there on out.

The kind of thing we have

been looking at up to now, you are concerned with two things.

You are concerned with an optimum solution—
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Just a minute, Bill, define

heuristic.
MR. COOPER:

You are concerned with an optimum

solution and you are concerned with the best method of getting

to that optimum solution.
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For instance, if we look at a raw simulation we will

get many, many solutions perhaps that we aren’t interested in
and use up a lot of time on a computer getting those, only to
discard them after we have seen what figures of merit they

generate.

We might say then a method is very bad.

We still

don’t know whether or not we got an optimum.

Now we might improve the method without improving the

solution.

We might apply a principle which discarded these

things before they were even looked at.

So we can improve the

method without necessarily improving the solution.
we can improve the solution.

Tentatively

I think that part is clear.

For instance, we got in the previous one of $241 cost,

we might have stopped at say $250.

We might have improved the

method of getting to $250 or we might have held the method and

improved the solution.
Your heuristic notion focuses on the method of

sacrificing the solution.

It looks at the methods that are not

the best possible methods in themselves and is willing to
satisfy part of the optimum solution.

It will argue if we can’t

get a good enough method that gets good enough results most of

the time, even though we cannot logically justify it in terms of
proving that it is best, we will argue that it is good enough.

_
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Is what I mean by heuristic fair enough?
improved rule of thumb.

It is an

Think of it that way.

MR. BEDFORD: The concept of developing a method in the

field of learning, as I guess it originated anyway.
know.

I just ask you.

I don’t

I don’t know the answer, so I just ask

you is there such a thing as teaching method, as a method that

is effective with what heuristics would be, and it seems to be

an awfully comprehensive and all-inclusive thing when you
purport to say you can teach a man how to think if you want to,
then he can take that thinking capacity and apply it in a thou

sand places.

MR. COOPER:
movers.

Simon and Newell are some of the prime

They are pretty shrewd.

Simon whom I have known for

many, many years gambled many ways.

unnecessary risk.

He is not going to take an

He is playing a minimax strategy.

His initial

arguments were somewhat the following kind: remember, there was
a long argument as to whether machines could think.

There was

a theory moved really by Von Nammen that comes down to the point

that you can simulate anything.

You may not want to simulate.

But if you want to, you can simulate this.

And obviously the

import of this theory was that you can simulate a human being

thinking on a machine.

?6

Namely, if I give you this result and show you the

processes it went through to get this result and you didn’t know
it was a machine or an individual, you would say it was a human
being.
MR. BEDFORD:

May I get on the record?

It is the

I judgement of Bill Cooper that heuristics are something that can

be learned.

That is, they are valid.

MR. COOPER:

The answer to the first one, can

heuristics be learned, yes.

We all use them.

The question of validity is determined on what you

call validity.

As to whether it is optimo—optimo in method or

solution.

MR. BEDFORD:

In method.

MR. COOPER:

The minute you say that you are outside

heuristics.
MR. HEIMBUCHER: You are explaining what the accountant

does when he tells a client, "You are getting ninety per cent
accuracy in your accounting statement at a cost of ten thousand
dollars.

I will show you how to get ninety-eight per cent

accuracy at a cost of one thousand dollars. ”
MR. COOPER:

Is that an example?

Your figures are too sharp.

If you say

something like this, "I will show you something that will improve
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your operations most of the time;

I can tell you this and spell

out a logical way for you to follow this, because I have observe d

this in a great many firms", then you would be reasoning
heuristically.
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

But I can’t prove it is the best way.

Once you say nine-five per cent of the

MR. COOPER:

time, the probability branch of mathematics comes in and has

already given you an optimization principle to work with there.

The big issue there lies in the well-structured versus illstructured problem area.
Now Herb and Newell have kind of confused this by

working mainly with well-structured problems but arguing all the

time that the thing is particularly structured or suited for
ill-structured problems.

But I have yet to see them work on an

ill-structured problem.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

May I ask, are the Simon-Newell

experiments the ones on which they taught the computer to beat
a human at chess?

MR. COOPER:

They are working on that, but chess is a

well structured situation.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

But is this experiment they are

working on an example of heuristic learning?
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MR. COOPER:

You people in this room are working on

an ill-structured problem.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I am not asking what kind of a

problem, but is the Simon-Newell experiment in trying to beat a

human playing chess, is this heuristic learning?

MR. COOPER:

You see, the theory of games

Oh yes.

gives you a solution of the chess problem but it is computa
tional and feasible.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Then your second point is, this is

a well-structured problem as distinguished from the ill-struc 

tured problem we are working on?

MH. COOPER:

Let’s hold the ill-structured, well-

structured off and then I can finish this.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I think we will give you one para

graph.

MR. COOPER:

You see, the theory of games would give

you an optimal solution to playing chess which would give you a

guarantee that nobody, human or superhuman could ever beat you
at chess.

The Simon-Newell heuristics is simply looking for a

solution such as no championship chess player can ever beat you.
MR. BEDFORD:

It seems to me in terms of our record

it is important to disclose that Mr. Cooper was of the opinion
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that he could find a great deal of structured situations where
in heuristics could be applied, that he did think that the ill-

structured situations were not of great significance.

Would this

be right?

MR. COOPER:

Oh no.

I think the bulk of management

problems are ill-structured situations such as you people are

looking at right now.
MR. BEDFORD:

That ill-structured situation — the

heuristic approach may not be too helpful.

MR. COOPER:

No.

I am saying that the research to date

has not really proved the applicability of these techniques to

ill-structured situations.
MR. BEDFORD:

All right, just to get your judgment on

what this thing can do —
MR. CAREY:

What is the literal meaning of the word

heuristics?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Learning by trial and error really

isn’t it?
MR. COOPER;

MR. BEDFORD:

No.
If you look it up in the dictionary you

will find heuristics as learning.
MR. COOPER:

The art of highly plausible reasoning,
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not necessarily logically justified.
MR. CAREY:

Then in this context it is just another

way of approaching a problem as contrasted with some of those

you have explained to us?
MR. COOPER:

And the big promise for it in the manage

ment area, I think, lies in the ill-structured situation where
management is in the realm of trying to identify its problem.
It doesn’t even know what its problem is.
That is amusing.

MR. CAREY:

are working on is ill-structured.

You said the problem we

We are not working on it, we

are trying to structure it, as I see it.

MR. COOPER:

The heuristic method would be replacing

the group in this room by a machine and saying, “Structure this

problem for us.“

Now Simon’s answer on the thinking would be,

if you people thought you were thinking here, then you would
have to admit as this machine went about doing these things,

probably coming out with a better structured problem than you do,
you would have to admit the machine was thinking.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I think it would be helpful if I

would give an example of how a machine can learn to play a game.

Abe, I think I am going to declare an adjournment.
must get to lunch.

We

We must get to page four and we must get to
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open end conversation.
MR. COOPER:

Well on point B, which I will pick up on

this afternoon, we will be discussing accounting.

I prefer that

after having discussed that, it may not look like we are dis

cussing accounting, but we will be discussing accounting.
fact, I will argue the most important point of it.

then to jump over point C.

In

I promise

That is really just references any

way, and then go to point D, which is where I think we will lead
you into our open end discussion anyway Bob.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Do we exclude by cutting out C,

your notions on the interrelating aspects of planning, con
trolling or forecasting controlling and planning?

MR. COOPER:

Yes, but I think if we go into that topic

very far we will get beyond 1975, which is not in your major
area of interest right now.

MR. CAREY:

It seems to me this is probably not a

valid comment, but on the basis of what has happened this morn

ing, I am perfectly willing to proceed with my part of this task
on the assumption that these techniques can do the two things
you say they can do, without having to have it explained to me

how they do it, which maybe moves us fairly rapidly through B
and C, if you will draw the conclusions which you have in mind,
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Bill, which you are continually withholding from us until we get

through with the groundwork.
MR. COOPER:

All right, I can do that.

I will need a

few moments to think about how to do it.

MR. CAREY:

But isn’t it fair to say we will accept on

the basis of the demonstration the fact that these Jobs can be
done and we can’t learn today how they are done?
MR. BEDFORD:

With the one qualification that to me

the point of that heuristics, the rate used and the concept that
you have, a single value, the principal objective, I would have
some reservation about that description.
we can work out later.

But that is something

I think the basic point you make is

sound.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

We will let you write a dissent

on it.
MR. BEDFORD:

Oh I don’t want to write a dissent.

I

am concerned about what is going on.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I think we had better recess for

lunch.
[The meeting recessed at 12:15 o’clock.]
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
November 15, 1962

The meeting reconvened at 1:30 o’clock with
Chairman Trueblood presiding.
MR. COOPER:

Well, we will race ahead here and let’s

see what distinction if any we can draw between accounting and
operations research as we go along.

If you turn to Exhibit 5,

you will find a typical so-called project graph for either the
critical, path or the PERT scheduling techniques.

In this case,

Abe and I have used the example of a plumber and his assistant,
showing up to assemble a pipe joint. For our current purposes

we simply need to note that this is a nut work.

I won’t go into

the detailed calculations on this. In this it turns out both
the PERT and the critical path are the same as a linear pro
graming network problem.

There is a whole family of models in

linear network programing that we call linear models and this
would be an example.

From this I shall deduce the double entry treatment in
this case of physical considerations with the so-called PERT

cost techniques; the physical considerations are translated in
to costs.

So for the moment accept my word for it that the PERT

techniques translate into a debit and credit cost control
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technique.
It can be elaborated, in fact, into a still further

analysis.

If you will notice here that in this simple example

everything is pretty much determined.

The plumber and his

assistant show up at the top of the graph, at node zero at which
things are initiated.

His assistant on the arrow 1 line

assembles tools and supplies.

tools and supplies.

The plumber himself assembles

Then they go through the various operations

that are needed to assemble the part.
Underneath each job description is the indicated time.
These are hypothetical times.

Again on the line running out to

the left of the page, "Assemble tools and supplies (10)".

That

means ten minutes to do the job.
The line running out to the right is also assemble

tools and supplies and that takes twenty minutes.
Then one threads the male part and one threads the

female part and they go forth to the assembly.
We can think of these jobs being expedited at a cost

per unit reduction in the time with the given links.

For instance,

we might ask how much it would cost us to reduce the line going

off to the right from twenty minutes to fifteen minutes.

would be one kind of cost analysis.

That
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Still another kind of cost analysis would involve

rearranging the entire job.

For instance, this particular

technique is now used by Kopper’s Coke Company in Pittsburgh to

build a construction of major steel mills such as the mill in
Turkey or in the Philippine Islands.

million dollar projects.

These are three or four

This is done by the engineering

department, by the way, which has also consulted with the pro
curement department and the transportation department and except
at very odd intervals the comptroller’s office is almost entirely

absent from this.

It strikes me as a great pity because as I

shall again show, either way of looking at this, you are re
arranging it or scheduling the minimum time to get the entire

job done and this is accounting strictly Interpreted.
Let me carry on to another network example and I would

like to discuss Exhibits 6 and 7 together.

Exhibit 7 translates Exhibit 6 into a network.

Exhibit

6, as a matter of fact, was something that Abe Charnes and I
conjured up to do what we call a prototype analysis for a twenty

year capital budgeting project in oil field development.
In the case of this oil field, it is a foreign oil
field, we were called in for a variety of reasons, one of which

was that we have been preceded by a so-called engineering
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economics study where various kinds of rates of interest had

been used, so-called imputed rates to determine what was the

best pattern of development in this field.

The results were completely unsatisfactory.

One of

the reasons was that this company does, by and large, no out
side financing.

I don’t want to go too far toward identifying

the company because if I go very far you will be able to locate
it.

The rates of return compared with anything that would have

to be paid for in way of money in this country, are utterly

irrelevant.

The rates of return of twenty-five or thirty per

cent in this oil field don’t make a particle of difference.

The

main consideration here is not rate of return, what an economist

would call productivity risk, but is risk.

You can pour a

million dollars into the ground and it is gone tomorrow.

On

the other hand, the company needed to know how to develop this

in a rational way over the long run, given what its planned
projection of market demands were.

So the problem became an

interwoven one to determine money rates which were functions of

what you did.

For instance, in one part of this field, as I am trying

to get oil from here up to here, I can run an eight inch diameter
pipe line from here or I can run a sixteen inch diameter pipe
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line. Now if I run the sixteen inch diameter pipe line I must
lay down more money in that pipe line now.

On the other hand,

it has more capacity than I need now, but some years later I

will need that capacity.

The alternative I have is to put down

an eight inch diameter pipe now and then to do what the engineers

call loop the pipe.

I might put down an eight inch diameter here

and I can run in a loop of this kind there by increasing the flow
through that pipe, by running down an eight inch pipe, one here,
and maybe a ten inch one here. [Blackboard]

Now ultimately the cash lay down here will be bigger
than the cash lay down here.

But on the other hand,. I conserve

the cash until a later time.
Now there are many thousands of different ways of

developing these fields.

are continent-size fields.
crew down there.

You can drill a well and run it.

These

It costs you a lot of money to get a

You might go ahead and have them drill another

well, even though it is in advance of your needs.

So you put

cash in a hole in the ground and you don’t get it out until some

years later.
Now the problem here was to try to figure out a way of
calculating what the costs were of these various ways of

developing this oil field.

So here we try to bring to bear the
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problem of the dual theorem of linear programing in such a
fashion that we would automatically get not the average rate

which almost every engineering economy formula I am familiar with

uses, but the Interest rate compounded, engineering interest
rate compounded over all possible methods available to this
company.

So we use a little prototype here which has nothing to

do with oil fields because we wanted to study a complicated
principle, because we wanted to advise this company of something

that could be done.

In this case we erected a model of a firm selling goods
with a warehouse capacity of one hundred tons—with an initial

value of one hundred tons.

We wanted to be able to evaluate it.

Company policy requires

that it have one thousand dollars at a

minimum on hand all the

time and its development you will have to

believe me, this can be

done in many ways, but we chose a simple

example, is that the business itself has to lay down the cash and

when it sells it gets its receipts immediately in the form of a
receivable and it is more than one period later.

That is, after

the sale is made.
The reason we did this, we wanted in principle to bring

in both the profit and loss and the balance sheet considerations
here.

The direct program is written immediately below the data.
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The data shows they can acquire in period one a unit of goods of
$25; period two a unit of goods of $20 and so forth and so on.

The Initial problem was to determine the direct pro
gram which you find in the following table here, starting out
with one hundred tons of initial Inventory, they are able to
buy twenty tons in the first period at a cost of $25 a ton.

are thereby laying out $500.

They

Even though they still have spare

warehouse capacity they can’t go beyond that because the cast

constraint, namely a minimum of one thousand dollars binds them.
Therefore you have the optimum one, including the distinction
between the accrual and the cash realization.

Down below we have the dual evaluators

The interesting

one to us is the one represented by financial evaluators.

You

will notice that figure is 9/5; that is the incremental compound

discount rate this company would have, assuming no outside
borrowing was available to it. Most of the current capital
?
formulas including the Jolden Machinery and Allied Products

Institute, etc., formulas assume that each asset replacement is
independent of all other asset replacements.

Do I make myself

clear?
If you have access to unlimited amounts of money at
the market going interest, this is a fair assumption.

If you are
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using internally generated cash, this is not a fair assumption.

In fact, it may be worth your while, as most of you know if you
will think about it for a couple of minutes, to acquire an asset

which returns a negative return if that gives you access to

another asset Investment which returns you an even greater
positive return.

Let me put it this way.

There are loss leaders in

capital investment as well as in the retailing end of the

business.

This is left out of almost every book on economics

and engineering that I know of, that deals with this problem.

There was recently a doctor’s thesis completed by one of our

students at Tech, which carries this analysis through and does

it by means of linear programing where in addition to ordinary
capital budgeting you are now allowed to take account of such
things as executive constraint, the number and amount of capital

assets that an executive can supervise, as well as the ordinary

engineering-economic formulas.
For our next purpose, let me point out that this whole

thing can be done in the way of a network, in Exhibit 7 where we
have here taken as a start, the one hundred tons of inventory and

the five hundred dollars of net cash.

and back.

We allow these to flow up

If you look at the boxes, you will find that what is

related in there are the prices and the unit costs of acquiring
and disposing of goods.

Your objective here is to maximize the

amount of funds you will have on hand at the end of what is

called the horizontal period, namely the fifth period.
This happens to be a five period horizon.

of the oil company it was twenty years.

In the case

And below it is written

the dual problem and it turns out the way you solve this network
is via the dual problem.

Now the interesting thing to me is if you were to
introduce two goods on this, you would not connect up unless there

were business reasons for doing so;

the branch of the network

represented by the first goods with the branch of the network
represented by the second goods, the two would be related always
via the fund.

If this were the first goods and this were the

second goods, it would be linked by this.
outside of the paper.

It would be standing

If the two goods were independent of each

other, even if the two assets we are concerned with investing,
they would nevertheless be linked by the goods.

To flow goods

by one asset is equivalent of taking it away from another asset

you could have flowed it into unless you have excess cash.
Alternatively, to flow more money into receivables when you could
have invested it in a capital asset is equivalent to taking it
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away from a capital asset and. putting it into a receivable.
The techniques extend, to that as well.

In fact, they extend so

far now in principle that I am led. to inquire as to whether in
fact one can meaningfully draw a distinction between a capital
budget and an operating budget which is a pat business dis

tinction reflected in almost every college curriculum that I am

familiar with.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Bill, may I suggest, no more

cases, no more techniques, and let’s open this up for conver

sation.

I am worried about the time.
MR. COOPER:

Well, why don’t you refer to Exhibits 8,

9 and 10 and you will find that that consists of an ordinary
trial balance of accounting put in a certain way with a deriv

ative balance sheet at the bottom of the page.

The network

representation of the accounting system is in Exhibit 9.

I

Invite your attention to the fact that the preceding one was

techniques including the PERT technique.

written to the left is a debit entry;
the right is a credit entry.

Here the subscript

the subscript written to

Everything here is a debit and

credit and everything on the PERT network is a debit and credit

in exactly the same sense.

I am not talking loosely here.

I am talking precisely.

Carrying through the flows on this network we would arrive at
spread sheet Exhibit 10 and from spread sheet Exhibit 10 we

would arrive on page 15 at the continuation, the end of the
period of the balance sheet, the profit and loss statement, the

name of the operating statement and the statement on forces and
uses of funds.

This was a hypothetical example which was sub

sequently extended by three students at Carnegie Tech, and in

Exhibit 11 we see an application of this to the Carnegie Tech

management game which is really a game modeled on one division
of Procter and Gamble.

Beginning with the beginning balance sheet, the
mathematical model which is here adumbrated by knocking out the

profit and loss statement and simply maximizing the increment
to net worth exclusive of net dividend.

In other words, this is

really run from an inside manager’s point of view.

Dividends are

counted here as a cost.
We go from page 16, jump to page 12, the solution of

that model tells us exactly how to instruct each division

manager.

We tell your financial manager, sell $9,705,000 worth

of securities.

Don’t do anything else without first checking

with us.

We tell our credit manager, collect accounts receivable
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in the amount of $6,999,000, and so forth down the line.

I

think you will all agree this is still accounting I am dealing
with.

We go from Exhibit 12 to Exhibit 13 which are the two
standard published financial statements, except here they are

carried forward to a projection.

That is a result of the linear

programing model and it tells what your linear statement will be

to get there.

Notice we are instructing each of our managers

precisely what to do to get here, and finally we come to Exhibit

14 where we now turn to the dual.
One of the printouts on this machine is the figure

$3.59.

Now this is a tricky figure to explain to management and

this comes back to your question, how do I explain this to
management.

This was done by Messrs. Ijiri, Levy and Lyons,

partly under prodding by Abe and me.

This $3.59 is to be

explained to management in the following way.
presumably know
to use it.

this. It is calculated.

It is there.

Now the accountants

All you have to do is

It seems the kind of thing an accountant

will take the responsibility for explaining to management.

The way we justify that $3.59 is this, this is all
added analysis to explain that figure.

If you add one unit of

production capacity, namely a case of soap, you will make $3.59

__
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profit calculated as follows: optimally you will increase your

sales by $9.99.

To get that sales cost at standard cost will

cost you $2.10.

You must also cost out the Income taxes and

dividends you are going to get.
to reconcile that $3.59 figure.

Otherwise you will not be able
That will leave you $3.60 which

is still not $3.59 and the reason it isn’t is because there was
an opportunity cost of money coming in here.

To finance this

transaction you won’t need to charge anything for your inventory
because you already have that on hand, but you will need to pay
labor

$1.10.

You will need cash to finance that.

You will also

need cash for income taxes and dividends which will amount to

$4.29.

That will require a total of $5.39 of cash to finance

that on the monthly interest charge imputed at the best borrowing
rate available which will come to .005.

Now admittedly these are not figures that you would
want to present to management.

But we have to do this to satisfy

ourselves this is the correct Interpretation.
notice the mutatis mutandis character of this.

If you do all this,

You will realize

another $3.59 increment to net for it after allowing for taxes,
dividends and computed Interest, which in this case will be

actually computed interest if you carry out that transaction.
This is a completely new type of financial statement
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as far as I know.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

open this up.

Bill, I think we will have to

We only have one hour left.

MR. COOPER:

I am all through.

That was my last

comment.

My main point was, I wanted to wind up in a position

that this is not something that I think accountants ought to
be interested in;

is accounting.

I think I have just rapidly demonstrated this

It seems to me misleading to say that accountants

ought to be interested in it.

MR. BEDFORD:

MR. CAREY:

You and I are right together there.
No disagreement.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I have no quarrel either.

What

about you, Clif?

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

I have no disagreement.

I would like

to get on the record some of the things he was saying at luncheon.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Well let’s go on from here and

start talking about the implications of all this to us both as
a profession and as to the underlying educational problem, if

that is all right with you, Clif?
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Is it your position, Abe, and—
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Abe and I had a little conversation about this with Norton, is
it your position that accountants must learn to do all of these

things or that accountants must understand them or something in
between?
MR. COOPER:

Well I kind of like the position that

you people have already arrived at.

I think we are coming to an

age where the accountants, and I think Abe agrees with me on this,

are going to have to learn to use, and I would argue control,

a much greater range of specialists than they have had to learn

Incidentally, and this I will argue,

to use and control before.

is something that the profession will have to take the initiative

on, rather looking toward either the individual school or the

I

individual practitioner.

There will also arise with it a need

for stimulating, providing general guidance for research de

velopments across a much wider area than in the past.

This I

think is extremely important.

I think it is the one point that was not really
addressed in your profession’s looking forward.
MR. CAREY:

If he learns to use and control the

specialists, he has got to be able to understand what they are
doing.

Is that

a

postulate?

MR. COOPER:

He has also got to learn how to get these
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people going, all the way back, perhaps two or three degrees
removed from him, to bring into existence things that are

possible, that do not yet exist.
MR. CAREY:

MR. COOPER:

That is the research.

That is the research.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: I was trying to make this
distinction with Abe, and see if you agree with it or not, that
there are actually three levels here involved.

I don’t care which one, Bill.

Pick any technique,

Let’s say it is linear programing

which directly affects our systems processing on Inventory and

production control.

There are three levels, research in the

sense of defining or designing methodology to take care of a

particular situation;

the second level is to develop a capability

for installing such a methodology in a particular situation of

applicability;

and the third step is as accountants or auditors

to have a sufficient understanding of the designed and installed
system in order to appraise and understand it for audit

and

accounting purposes.
Now do you agree with that generally?
MR.

COOPER:

Yes I do.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

If you agree with that then over

which level do we have a responsibility or an involvement as
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public accounting practitioners, presently and prospectively?

MR. COOPER: Well, as public accountant practitioners
you have immediately two responsibilities.

When is for instance

where the business firm and you are both aware of some possibility
which may require the use of additional experts, that is to say,
a statistician or a mathematician, which are certainly, if they

are brought in under your jurisdiction, and I think there will
be an increasing amount of this, you will be responsible for

controlling and evaluating these people.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Is this both at the research and

application level?
MR. COOPER:

I am talking about pure application.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

But are you saying we have the

responsibility for bringing somebody in rather than doing it

ourselves?
MR. COOPER:

I am saying the most elementary one where

you and the firm agree, as you have always agreed, you need

someone to help you evaluate and inventory.

If you are not

particularly expert in it you may call in an appraiser, but you

still have a responsibility for controlling this man.
■
let him run around free.

MR. BEDFORD:

You can’t

Are you saying that we as accountants are
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not capable or should not use the linear programing method?

MR. COOPER:

I am saying exactly the opposite.

taking the most elementary case first.

I am

I am saying there is an

additional case where the business firm may not be aware of what
can be done.

I am going to argue that it is one part of the

responsibility of the practitioner to be able to evaluate new

knowledge which is available which may not be as yet known to
business firms, and also through the necessary urging, educating
what have you, to bring these people in and quite clearly once
you have them in, the responsibility is certainly yours to

control them.

Have I made the two cases

Are we together?

distinct?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Take linear programing.

stand that and I agree with you.

I under

But certainly in terms of the

present time we don’t have the alternative of doing these things

ourselves, right, except in very rare circumstances?

So do I

understand that you are saying that we have the responsibility

for knowing enough presently to recognize such a situation,
calling in the right guy, and then exercising some control over

him?

Is that right?

MR. COOPER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

So as of the moment we have only
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the third level of responsibility in terms of our own under

standing?

The third level?

MR. COOPER:

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: The narrowest level, the under

standing of the philosophy.
MR. BEDFORD:

I didn’t understand it this way because

I think Bill put us very definitely at the second level, the
capability of using it, and he said there was a further respon
sibility that we have, and that was when they invited some new

techniques or method we had the responsibility of evaluating
this to decide whether or not we should absorb it and then

start to use it.
He has put us well beyond the understanding capacity.
He is assuming the textbook of the future will have in it the

specific things we have here and the accountant will know how
to use it.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

present and future.

I was taking it in two pieces,

In terms of the present it is given that

we don’t have this capability.

Therefore we have to call in

somebody from the outside.
MR. COOPER:

But your firm even right now presumably

has some kind of a partner who is capable and assumes
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responsibility for evaluating, and I will argue, controlling
whatever it is, your linear programing —

MR. CAREY:

That is a distinction Bob is making,

linear programing versus doing.

Is there an assumption some

specialist will always have to do it or is there an assumption

that the accountant will learn how to do it?
MR. COOPER:

Let’s not use the word accountant which

makes it prejudicial here.

You see, I am arguing that one of

the great arguments for the use of public practitioners in any

event is that they are able to bring the best in practice from

one firm to another firm, to evaluate what is being done in
these firms and possibly to suggest improvement

for it.

Today it has been relatively easy because we have after
all agreed on what we mean by an accountant.

I am saying it is

a very natural extrapolation of this and that certainly, some

how or other, something will have to be done by and for the

business community to look at other evolving disciplines and pro
vide exactly the same kind of service here.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

MR. CAREY:

There is no question about it.

The question here is whether this gets

absorbed into the accounting discipline or whether it is for
ever a related or extra discipline.
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MR. COOPER:

The answer I think will be both.

You see,

I am considering, for instance, when it comes to things like

these projections of financial statements which you can regard

as operations research, if you want to, I will argue that you
will have let go then of a large part of accounting strictly

Interpreted when you do.

This is one of the reasons I wanted to

get here.

MR. CAREY:
MR. COOPER:

I think we are inclined to agree with you.

You see, you can’t argue then on the third

level because the moment you are taking this as operations re
search, you see on that level, and say, if it is over this bound

ary, if it is using these methods, it is operations research,
even though it is applied to accounting problems in an accounting

manner, then I think you are going to be doing your profession a
disservice.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Let’s go back a step and let me
give you two for instances with which I believe you are familiar.
Let’s get back to sampling, which is I think one of the lesser
levels.

You have two cases where our firm brought to National

Supply and they statistically determined, the statistical index
which has ultimately gone into the regulations and all that sort

of thing.

We recognized as a firm the possibility and called in
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external consultants to help us with it.

But you actually recommended it to

MR. COOPER:

National?
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

That is right.

A second example in the same vein is MinneapolisHoneywell and their inventory case in which Haskins and Sells,
at least agreed to the calling in of Ed Demmick.
Now in terms of the present situation there were no

alternatives in either case.

The methodology was perhaps not

even available, had to be invented, as it were, so there was no
question at that time, that an external consultant had to be

called in both to design and implement.

Now we still took the responsibility for the idea and
for the implementation.
both cases.

I think you would agree probably on

But now ten years hence, in a particular case or in

situations of that kind, should we have the facility among our

own staff people, whatever they be called, to do that on our own
completely, partially or not at all?
MR. COOPER:

Well, my answer to the question, and I

think you will find that any responsible firm will do exactly
what you had to do under those circumstances, Bob —

You in

fact did develop your staff so that ultimately they in fact
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audited the sample and evaluated it on technical grounds.
had people who were combined CPA’s and statisticians.

You

Now it is

quite true they were not the type of statisticians who were
looking for a full scale statistics.

not be interested.

I rather gather they would

But in the business interest management

kind of conjunction, they are precisely the kind of individuals

I would visualize as manning the future accounting firm.
So let’s break it down into two phases.

Phase one,

you here thought of something that looked like it might be useful

in the national situation.

You had not yet gotten to the point

where you had evaluated it.

happened to work.

It was run as an experiment.

It

You then went on, I thought very well, to the

additional responsibility of maintaining your professional re
lations with that firm, extending your professional staff to back
up your own recommendation and providing the necessary evaluation

and control as part of our audit procedures.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
MR. COOPER:

Right.

You then went on, now this is the part

that should have been done earlier, to evaluate the same sets of
statistical evaluation techniques before you felt free to re
commend them to still other clients that perhaps were not in quit?

as tight a box as National was at that time.
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CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: But are you saying that ten years
from then or ten years from now our staff CPA’s or our staff
accountants, whatever we may properly or customarily call them,

at that time should be able to do on their own without external

consultants or within the facilities of our firm this thing
independently?

MR. COOPER:

I think I am saying, Bob, that the answer

is actually both, depending upon the level of knowledge and the

level of requirements of the particular problem that you are
Iconfront ing.
MR. CAREY:
MR. COOPER:

May I put it another way?
Just a minute, Jack.

Do I still give the

impression of dodging your question?
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
MR. CAREY:

Yes.

Let me try it another way.

general practitioner calls in people.

In medicine the

They all have a basic

core of knowledge. I think our problem is whether CPA’s of the

future should Incorporate this area in their basic core of

knowledge.

Some of them will specialize more than others.

of them will operate within firms, some as consultants.

j

Some
But do |

we look at this as part of our equipment or do we look at it as

something where you go out and hire somebody from another field
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as a doctor might hire a lawyer if he is sued with negligence?

DR. CHARNES:

I have the feeling I may be misinterpret: ng

the suggestion that those situations are one which you can expect
to be doing in the future as part of your audit functions and

that these new techniques which have been moved out of a research

stage ought to become part of the available knowledge within the

knowledge controlled and understood and available within the
firm.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Within the firm, but not within

all individuals within the firm.
DR. CHARNES:

No, not necessarily.

There is a time process going on there.

This is the level.

The first year after

this has been done very well, you have got somebody in the firm
who specializes in it.

Five years after, six years after, what

ever is the time, when there has been time to bring these things
in through the educational process and this type of application

has proven significant enough, important enough in volume or

perhaps this could have been foreseen almost immediately, then
perhaps every one in the firm — But you see there would be a
differential depending on the character.
MR. COOPER:

What you are saying is by 1975, would you

visualize say at the top partner level having at least one,
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possibly more men who can evaluate these kinds of techniques?
We say we do.

I don’t want to get tied up on this because I

found out long ago in talking to some of the senior partners from
one of the large public accounting firms, they can no longer do

It doesn’t mean they didn’t understand

double entry analysis.
it.

They just don’t do it any more.

MR. CAREY:

There is a very critical question under

lying this which I think we ought to put before you at least in
my mind, and I think in yours, too.

going to be?

What is an accounting firm

Is it going to be a bunch of guys, each one coming

from a different field or discipline?

phases of manufacturing?

Brokering service in all

Or is it going to be a group of men

with a homogeneous body of knowledge?
Our question is directed
at 1975, 1980, 1985, 1990 — I don’t care how far in the future.

Should every CPA, I don’t care what his credentials are, have
this in his equipment?
MR. COOPER:

It doesn’t mean in all stages of his life

he should be able to synthesize a linear programing any more than

[he can now synthesize a balance sheet.
MR. BEDFORD:

This would mean that the accounting

[textbooks of the future would have this material in them as

accounting material.

It would mean that the CPA examination,
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what they would examine them on, would be that.

MR. COOPER:

Right.

I want to add this, too.

I re

gard the present situation where you have a specialist in your
firm who is in charge of one whole phase of the management
services, who feels no particular obligation to certified public

accounting at all, is an extremely unhealthy situation.

necessary, but it is transitional.

addressing myself to.

It is

This is part of what I was

You kind of have to go hand over fist to

get to these things, but you don’t have to remain content to be

hand over fist until you get to 1975.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Then I gather, taking linear

programing step by step, you go through phases?

First the general

trend individual knows nothing about the techniques save perhaps

some possibilities and philosophies.

Then he does learn to know

something deeper about each of these things and ultimately he

becomes able to use them, install them, work with them.

Is this

right?

MR. COOPER:

That is right.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Then don’t you lead us into a

very difficult situation as you compound these techniques, as

they develop over time in terms of the common, ordinary simple
ability to train a man in all of these things?
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We used to think that the accounting discipline was

Sampling is something else.

hard enough to teach.

graming is something else;

Linear pro

the gaming theory is something else.

Should we be putting ourselves in the posture of preparing our
selves for teaching, educating and examining and practicing of
all of these quantitative techniques?

MR. COOPER:

I don’t think you have much of a choice,

Bob, except in this area, I don’t think you necessarily have to
take the ingredients that are offered you by the various
disciplines, including accounting educating, as given.

I think

there is more room for experimentation there than meets the eye.
MR. CAREY:

How long does it take to teach a man, and

intelligent student this?
MR. COOPER: How about accounting? How long does it take?
MR. CAREY:

Eighteen hours.

MR. COOPER: We have produced them in a semester and a

half.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

This springs upon the table a very

sore subject, Mr. Carey.
MR. COOPER:
students.

Well, that is the usual charge with our

I am not so sure of that.
MR. BEDFORD: How many hours is this, nine semester hours?

Ill

MR. COOPER:

It is about seven

No, it is not nine.

semester hours.
MR. CAREY:

You mean you teach them all they need to

know about this?
MR. COOPER:

They get a start.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
MR. COOPER:

About this or about accounting?

About accounting.

But we also sneak this

in the back door in a great variety of ways.

In the case of

additional analytical disciplines we propose to these people,

including sneaking in a great deal of math by many guises.
MR. CAREY:

This occurs to me, and I am echoing what

you said before, that the assumptions that we have about teaching

are always an unknown factor in here.

solidated.

These things can be con

You don’t have to say if it takes two years of

academic work to master the accounting curriculum it will take
two more years to master this, because they integrate.

It does

pot have to take four.
DR. CHARNES: As further techniques develop there was

also a winnowing of the things that you previously did by some

other manner, that you can perhaps do better with some of the
new ones.

There always has to be reappraisal, reworking and so

on, and I think we were saying that we think this both should be
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done and can be done.

MR. CAREY:

In addition there is this question of

principle versus specific applications.

These are not separate

techniques you have explained today, they are related.

There

are variations.
DR. CHARNES: That is a very, very important point.

There is an opportunity through all of this diversity.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Aren’t you really saying that

what a man should be taught is basic disciplines and the

techniques as they come and go are learned by him two ways, on
the job and experience and in post educational professional
development?

facts.

DR. CHARNES:

Sure.

MR. COOPER:

I think it is easy to overlook all the

In fact, under almost any curriculum I am familiar with,

it has to be taught on the job.

go in the school.

That is, no matter how far you

I am also raising several questions as to

whether the current labels we are using, basic principles, cost

accounting, tax accounting, state accounting, government

accounting —
MR. CAREY:

Even accounting.

MR. COOPER: Even accounting, are necessarily the
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correct labels.

That is,we have to take each one of these labels

and fill them up with a particular brand of wine, or whether we
can in fact manufacture some new bottles, distribute this pro
duct in a different way, meet all these objectives we are pro
mulgating and meet them better by elongating the curriculum.
MR. CAREY:

The purpose of this definition is to shake

us loose from what we each meant by accounting and try and get
some jumping off place.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

this is an

Would it be true to say in part maybe

oversimplification, but some of the things that you

have been saying on a less organized fashion will become much
more limited and much more accepted vocabulary?

Accountants

have always done on a limited scale and distinctively in a

[limited fashion, and with the realization this is what they were
doing, and on a more organized basis the potential was far
greater than they envisioned.
MR. COOPER:

That is right.

I am saying there is no

particular reason we should have stopped at the point where we

had to require everything twice and use double entry accounting.
One of the recent math books that has come out was very interesting.

It happens to be an associate working with us.
in this math book on accounting.

There is a section

Now the math doesn’t look like
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mathematics to a mathematician.

It contains flow charts in there

But if you think about it for a few minutes, it is perfectly
good mathematics.

It doesn’t happen to he hard mathematics. But

that doesn’t mean it isn't good.

Now one of the things that this guy, it was the hardest

thing to persuade this person of the fact that we lay down a
sheet of paper — [Blackboard]
ment we record it twice.

hundred dollars here.

If we want to record an invest

Say five hundred dollars here and five

He, coming out from matrix algebra said,

“Why do you record twice?”

He also pointed out to us if you are going to use the

high speed memory of a magnetic drum computer you are just going
to use up the memory space needlessly by listing two accounts
where one will do.

On the drum of the computer you are given a

dot and this records the number and the column number.

If they

call this cash and call this a credit and this a debit, we have
all these entries.

He made a great fuss about this and we finally got it

straightened out.

Much to my horror, in looking over the recent

Jerry Thompson book,

they think this is a kind of crucial

development and it isn’t at all.
made that clear.

These kinds of techniques have

Where you go forward on this sort of thing, and
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and this is what you are going to have, this is the way you will
be doing it, you will have the comptrol accounts for rapid fire

reporting on the drum with this one entry classified two ways,
rather than two entries classified one way each.

You are then

going to have tapes over here where your detailed accounts are
going to be and you are going to be able to get instantaneous

reports on this.

One of the things I read in a recent issue of Business
Week and it seemed to be a very peculiar comment, the fact that
A. T. and T. has just copyrighted its accounting system.

I never

heard of this before.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Let me understand this, Bill.

Is

it not true, I can’t relate this to what you are saying about

Jerry Thompson —
MR. COOPER:

Well, I am saying two things here.

I am

saying, Bob, even to understand these kinds of things and ex

ploit the data processing, we are going to have to abandon this

notion.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD;

That is what I want to make clear,

the double entry discipline as we have been taught it, and as

has been made sacrosanct, has really gone to sophisticated ADT

systems.
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MR. COOPER:

Even to do basic accounting work you are

going to have to go here.

MR. CAREY:

Does it mean the concept is gone or the

MR. COOPER:

The same thing as happened to marginal

mechanics?

costs.

The particular mechanics we used to record that are no

longer sufficient.

It is not that marginal cost is gone.

It is

Just the way of looking at it.
MR. CAREY:

You are still going to have debits and

credits but they are recorded on a different method?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Yes, you are going to have them,

but you are not going to have them in the same mechanical sense
we have had them.

MR. BEDFORD;

That is the way I see it.

To me the

main significant point here, well, let’s take it the other way
around, historically they found that mechanical systems did dis

close the information that was most useful for business situations.
They found it necessary to find how much cash they had and what

the owners' net worth was and they had the dual system for this.
Now we find a great variety for this and to confine
ourselves to only the two uses, we now have a mechanism, the

computer that can record this data and we can withdraw it for a
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multiple of classifications we might have including those two.
MR. COOPER: Let’s look at a stage beyond that.

agree with everything you say.

I

What kind of an accountant would

you think of yourself as having gone this far in the form of

matrix algebra is what you are doing, your i’s and j’s and rows
of columns are the debits and credits of double entry accounting

if you did not also in the design of that system recognize the
possibility that you have the use of those dual variables for

For example, for evaluation of the

top management decisions?

funds.
MR. BEDFORD:

I agree with that.

MR. COOPER:

This seems to me, by 1975, is a hard and

fast answer.

To tell me that you can separate these things, it

seems to me to be saying you are going to abdicate the main
functions of accounting.

This is what I mean when I say this

lies at the heart of accounting.

This is not something that

accountants can improve themselves with.

Either you will do this

or someone else will do it.
MR. BEDFORD:

If I may speculate a moment, now that

matrix, this is a two dimensional thing.

Have you ever gotten

the mathematics for a third dimensional thing?
MR. COOPER:

Yes, it is arbitrary.
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It is arbitrary.

MR. BEDFORD:

They are just

developed to describe that?

You are asking my question.

MR. COOPER:

go into the math.

Let’s not

Suppose the answer to your question was no,

right now there is none.

I would argue what we would need in the

future in the training of our accountants is not necessarily to

take that as a defensive answer.

To me, at least to be able to

go to the extent to say, is this the kind of thing that I can

expect a mathematician to develop for me — maybe no mathema

tician is paying attention to this at this particular time.

I

can well visualize the profession, at least, and possibly par

ticular practitioners coming in and going to Dr. Charnes and

saying, "Why didn’t you develop this kind of thing for me?"
Then if he develops it over time, the

MR. BEDFORD:

accounting profession absorbs his brain child.

MR. COOPER:

Just the same as the medical profession

can go back and say what we need is a chemist with the following

properties.
MR. BEDFORD: Let me ask, has there been an article

written or has anybody ever explained how the matrix is essentially

the double entry system?

DR. CHARNES:

May I interject a point there?

The matrix
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was invented by one of the more competent accountants of his day

who also happens to be one of the great all-time mathematicians,
a man by the name of Arthur Cawley.
MR. COOPER: It was very closely concerned with the

problem of mathematics.

It happened also to attract accounting.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

In the current light doesn’t

?
Mattisick, and earlier articles by Mattisick run in this direction?

Certainly Jerry Thompson has written in this direction.

MR. COOPER:
direction.

Yes, Mattisick has written in this

There have been various additions in the way of kind

of circling around this and the basic advance in the theory of

electrical circuits was made by another statistician.

He rec

ognized you add to accounting everything that was going over
these networks.

This is what the double entry system was, the

accounting for everything.

Once you did that, you were able to

get some more networks.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Can I go off in an extension of

this?
MR. COOPER:

Cawley is the author of the statement that

bookkeeping is one of the two perfect sciences.

Incidentally,

that was in his address to the British Mathematical Science
Convention around 1880.

1’20

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Let us take as due to circumstances,

which I think you have assumed, first, that the real problem

here is training a man in such depth as he can be able to absorb

various quantitative methods.

Secondly, the CPA of the future,

if he takes over the Quantitative field will have some exposure,
some training, some understanding of disciplines and techniques

and methodology other than accounting as such.
But looking back toward our history, our public re

lations have already been damaged by the fact that we have tended
to regard ourselves as Jacks of all trades, to some degree.

Secondly, we should remember that even we ourselves officially
say that the CPA is a man of minimal competence rather than mature

professional competence.
Third, we get to the point where we are really using

all these things after they have been proved.

Now my question is, does this not have a significant
impact on the complexion of the firm in the future in terms of

the people Involved who are really competent to do various kinds

That is, is there not an assumption or a probability

of things?

of higher degrees of speciality recognitions or designations than

heretofore?
MR. COOPER:

Oh yes, Bob, I think there is.

But I thin:
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you see again, I would argue and I think this is entirely in
keeping with what you and Jack have argued when we say a man is
an accountant we also mean he has a minimum level of competence

in each of these areas of specialization; that is to say, the

mathematical accounting.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

But it is a

minimum level in each

So when you get down to 1975, and we are doing gaming stuff and
linear programing and we are doing sampling and a half a dozen

others, you would expect that there would be within the firm, and
therefore within the profession, people with recognized com

petence in one or two of these rather than across the board.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

May I make a comment on that? You

do have special lists in the firm today in various areas of
accounting.

These have special accountants who are also CPA’s.

They don’t necessarily have them to the same extent.

Now how is

what you are proposing looking at something different? Picking
up from what you say, my question is, would you not expect or

would you expect these areas of competence to be more numerous

and perhaps more highly identified than they are presently?
MR. COOPER:

How do you identify?

MR. CAREY:

Again, the medical group in my community

are all doctors, but they have speciality boards, qualifications
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in various branches.
MR. COOPER:

direction.

I think there will be a tendency in that

I don’t know how far it will go and I would recom

mend that the profession foreseeing that, take the position

it has to be forced upon it, proved, demonstrated.

that

I am re

luctant to let go of the notion of the accountant as being kind

of the over-all putter-togetherer,evaluater, judge of these
things.

It may be forced on them, but I would rather have it

forced on them than to have them rush over and embrace it.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

But going back to Jack’s analogy

of medicine, at one point in the man’s training and at one point

in his testing process, the first degree of the general prac
titioner involves, let us say treating a cold, but when the man

comes to be a brain surgeon he no longer really needs to know
how to treat a cold.

So this sort of disappears and he becomes

recognized and identified as a brain surgeon as distinguished
from his underlying basic training, more general training.

MR. CAREY:

Incidentally, in the group there is likely

to be a diagnostician who is a sort of evaluater.
DR. CHARNES:

I think this tendency, this need for the

development of specialists in volume, I mean many, many more
numerous specialists, is also a function of what happens to the
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education process for the general man. I think that that medical

education has not kept pace as well as it should with the
fundamental developments that are coming in from related fields.

I know there is a considerable ferment now in changing that and

I

I would say, whether or not you take the direction and the

extreme direction that medicine has felt obliged to take will

depend upon what you do about the basic educational process and

in the provision of procedures and control for updating it and
tying it into new results.
MR. BEDFORD:

Now I very much agree with that.

We had

previously proposed a committee of the Institute that would be

constantly checking on this process, an educational committee,
and now the thought that is in my mind is, the way to overcome

this freezing aspect that tends to happen in any discipline would

be for a constant review by an outside body.
basis for doing this.

I know of no other

Do you have any thoughts to the contrary?

I don’t know how else the medical profession could do
it other than to make arrangements that they were periodically

checked.
MR. CAREY:

And Dr. Charnes

means absorbing from

chemistry, biology, these kinds of things.
DR. CHARNES:

One thing medicine has done is to bring
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in specialists from these various disciplines, biology,

psychology and so on, into the medical schools; people who are
doing research and so forth.
Now at this point I don’t know

whether you are going to call these people outside the profession.

Certainly they are not practicing, but they are in a very

intimate relationship and one could bring in, one could update

in an efficient manner the educational process for those who are
going to be professional.

MR. BEDFORD:

So far as I know we have had no provisions

for doing that.

MR. COOPER:

I think what has bothered me for a long

time in the teaching of accounting curriculum, you are supplied

by a lot of other service courses;
statistics.

for example, the course in

In our case we have a course in mathematics, what

ever it may be.

I rather suspect that those service courses are

the first ones that are in need of this kind of review.

I don’t

think they have been doing the kind of job for us they should
have been doing and we can’t let them get outside of our control.

Apparently you have to let them run outside of your control but

this is the tricky problem, you can’t let them get so far out

side of your control they are practically doing a disservice.

MR. CAREY:

That is almost a problem of behavioral
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science.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Don’t you have, Abe or Bill, this
very problem in those advanced business schools which are bring

ing math as one of the basic disciplines?

Service courses that

if I may use the term, the pure or conventional mathematician
has no understanding or receptivity toward the cross-breeding

and the cross-fertilization that you are trying to achieve?
DR. CHARNES:

Yes.

I would also like to point out that

that sort of difficulty happens to be an unfortunate historical

difficulty in this country and also unfortunately it is not the

case in Russia.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: It is not the case in Russia?

DR. CHARNES:

No.

They have some other difficulties

of their own, but on this particular point, the tradition there

and the attitude is quite different.
You have some one,
?
Bonziandro who was first famous in this country for very abstract

work as a significant computer for mathematical developments on

the theory of rockets and in the last years in the theory of

essentially pursuit of rockets and satellites as defense against

aerial or undersea attacks.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Going back a bit could we not make

the same analogy and complaint about accountants who have taught
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service courses in such fields as engineering, that they have

tended to teach debits and credits out of bookkeeping 1, instead
of the principles of the quantitative method?

Is that not true?

MR. COOPER:

Yes.

MR. CAREY:

One question that is a little irrelevant

to this context, but I have to ask it before we get through, and
it is extremely important from my point of view, thinking of the

structure of the entire profession, the economy itself is

roughly divided into the big corporations and small business.

We have the big firms which I think we are thinking about
possibly in this conversation.

We have five times as many people

in the small ones.
MR COOPER:

This is in the profession, you mean, or in

the community you serve?
MR. CAREY:

In the profession.

Let’s say we have

around fifty thousand members — well, figures don’t matter.

The

mathematical firms represent about twenty-five per cent of the
practicing members of the Institute, so we have three to one who

are serving small business, medium business, occasional large
businesses.

Now what I am wondering is, do these techniques that

we have said should be followed into the basic core of knowledge,
can they be applied to small business problems at low enough cost
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to be useful or are these things that really are for the upper

crust?
MR. COOPER:

That is a hard question to answer.

My

own guess on this, and this is just a projection, is that it will

There will be things that the small businessman

go both ways.

will find much rougher to compete with big business on because

this will add a great deal of flexibility and efficiency to big
business.

I think as it already has, it will open other kinds

of ways of doing business for small business as well and I can
well imagine that the small accounting firm —- well, for instance,

if we develop this kind of education curriculum we are talking
about, hiring people on the staff, it would be perfectly com

petent to devise methods, apply them and service others in per
haps a more daring sense than the big firm has, and this has

always been a traditional function of the small firm anyway,
either to fill gaps that the big firm has overlooked or doesn't
want to take on.
MR. CAREY:

That is my hope.

question of lopping figures off the end.

Bob said it is only a

To the small firm

one hundred thousand dollars is as important as a million to the
big one.

If it is a fuel oil supplier, how many trucks should

he invest in?

If it is a restaurant operator, how many tables
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should he staff how many days a week?

How much of this would

justify the employment of a man who spent his life learning
these techniques?
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

This was the thing I had in mind when

I asked the question a little while ago, to some extent, almost
on an Intuitive basis, the small firm has been applying some of
these things without knowing the terminology or know-how to ex
tend them beyond the number of variables he could keep in his
mind at the same time.

As Dr. Charnes said there will be some

winnowing and we can replace it.

All we are doing is increasing

his ability and facility with these tools and giving him a

better understanding.

I think maybe we become confused some

times because the terminology has to be difficult and has to be
new.

It is like learning a new language, but once you get over

that hump, if you are going to apply it on a relatively

elementary or small basis, there is no great difficulty about it.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Let me suggest, Clif, that from

the standpoint of professional activity and in the sense of fees,

billed and collected, it may well be that after this evolution
Into practicality as distinguished from theory, the greater

source of fees may be from the small client who does not have the
in-house capacity for this kind of thing.
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MR. COOPER:

It may even run over to the small CPA

firm, because I was thinking how much of this lies within the

control of the profession anyway.

Suppose we have, let's say,

a group of ladles’ garment manufacturers that make leather belts
or whatever, and they are quite small firms.

All of a sudden

these techniques allow some big firm to start coming in.

firms will have to start fighting for their lives.

These

Where are

they turning for help?

It seems to me the one person who should be able to
help them should be their own CPA.

If not him, they will have

to go somewhere else or go under.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

And for rather personal reasons,

may I put into the record quite possibly it is quite appropriate

for the trade association to engage accountants to help all, as
distinguished from each individual client to go to his each
individual firm.

MR. CAREY:

Another question that bears on this, does

the mass theory of this field require extraordinary intellectual

ability, or to put it another way, by assuming that this is part
of the common body of knowledge, do we say that we have to draw
from a smaller percentage of the population in order to get

qualified people?
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A lot of people are looking for that.

MR. CAREY:

DR. CHARNES:

I think you certainly do.

The example

that I was going to give was one in a less practical vein, that

of the research area.

It doesn’t necessarily follow at all that

the person with the highest intellectual qualifications is the
most productive man at all.

You need other qualities, qualities

of tenacity, etc., which will go a good deal further than sheer

intellectual grades.

Without these additional attributes, again

to go back to something historical, what was it someone said

that at the time of its origin perhaps only a dozen people under
stood Einstein’s theory of relativity.

Where there isn’t a

graduate student in physics or for that matter a Junior today

who doesn’t actively use the relativity principle.
MR. COOPER:

I would like to record for the record the

passing of accounting in the school has grown from the reverse
end of this stick; that the subject matter has allowed too many

people in.

How shall I say, less than they should have to push

the profession ahead in these particular areas.
MR. CAREY:

Suffice it to say it has kept a good many

people out because it wasn’t sufficiently challenging.
MR. COOPER:

I finally made my peace with the University

of the college by studying economics in the department of
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statistics and statistics in the department of economics.

wise I would have had to quit.
take any more.

Other

I took all I could and I couldn't

It wasn’t that it was too hard, it was just too

dull. [Laughter]
MR. BEDFORD:

here.

This is a question I would ask of Abe

This function, how many people is it going to require to

perform it in society, in a percentage figure, of course?

I

don’t know whether there is any way of even getting to this, but

it is one that bothers me. I have a feeling that the measurement

function is going to become a bigger and bigger element, but I
don’t know what rate of growth to anticipate.

MR. COOPER:

You see, you are going to drop to a new

low and therefore the development of processing facilities for

doing the measurement, observing and reporting it, would be
extremely difficult to allow for.

It is just a few years ago

we had the millisecond, thousands of a second computer.

now gotten to the microsecond computer.
down the pike, now the so-called

We have

Before that was coming

nanosecond computer and right

behind that is what we called the jigosecond computer.

It is

coming down the pike just that fast, by the way.

Some years ago Abe and I were called in by a firm to
do a problem on which they were using the old card calculator.
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The runs were taking too long*

It took three days.

We were able

to out it down to eight hours by Ingenious mathematical devices.
I now give that same problem to my students.

By the time they

get it to the computer stage, it takes less than three minutes.

That is how much faster the machines are.

The ones that do it

will do it so much faster it is scarcely worth while putting it
on the machine.

Remember these things are now being hooked on to pro

cess point of origin orientation.

These command control

situations that Abe was talking about earlier, it is not going

to be in the end, you see, very difficult to distinguish between
those who are engaged in what you call the measurement function
and those engaged in the management function because so much of
that will be looked up behind the scenes.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Going to back to our concern about

the structure of the profession both in terms of local practi

tioners and small business and their interrelationships, is it

not true that you have this same kind of curve on costs, as you
do to speed of manipulation?

I may have the numbers wrong, but

am I not right that presently there are a lot of 1401 quite
expensive IBM installations which are going to be satisfactorily
performed by the new 1440 which, if it works, is cost wise from
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here to here.
MR. COOPER:

That is right.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: So this again gets us over into
this case, a computer technology practical for quite small

businesses, not the drug store.
MR. CAREY:

Except on a cooperative basis.

MR. COOPER:

Oh well, there is also in terms of the

transmission of information, a tremendous revolution going on

there.

So they will be going over what we now regard as at

least wires, I don’t know what form it will take then, so they
will have direct access to services of these kinds providing

someone can help them get their procedures oriented around to
where they can get access to those services.
For instance right now the big firms in Pittsburgh like

U.S.Steel have leased wires running right down to CEIR in

Washington.

They are on the wires all the time and this in

formation Just travels up and back.

I can imagine this becoming

economical for a small firm to do providing they can have staff
available to them to help them get into a position to utilize

these kinds of services.
Here again you are going to have to use various kinds

of analytical techniques, call them accounting or what have you.
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I don’t see why the small practitioner, given the right kind of
education, can’t be in a position to have small firms to have
access to this, too, and I can visualize a tremendous market for

these kinds of services.

Whether they will, I don’t know.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
on that route?

Is it necessary that it be done

Can’t you pick up Jack Carey’s point of view

that the master service center provides these facilities quite

apart from the cooperation of big business and small?
MR. COOPER:

They provide it now but they have tried—

it turned out to be thoroughly unsatisfactory in terms of pro

viding, what shall I say, the analytical services.

The CEIR

will provide you with the computing services and they do fine

at that, but when it comes to providing the analytical services
they do something less than satisfactory work.

This is not their

stock in trade and they are not set up for it.

They have anal

ysts on their staff but I don’t understand what happens.

They

don’t really perform that function.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Well now, let’s explore that.

Aren’t you talking about two different things?

The Midwest

Stock Exchange, for example, has, as I understand it from talking

to the president very briefly, a computer to do its own services.
That is, its own analysis, its own transactions and operations.
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Incidentally, they will service, do service or intend to service
a network of brokerage firms which feed into them.

Now in order

to do this presumably there is a standard routine or at least a
largely standard routine.

Now let us say this were a computing

service center instead of the Midwest Stock Exchange.

Is it not

quite possible that there could be an effective group of anal

ysts or system designers or whatever you call them, working in

conjunction with that center to handle on a fee basis the indi
vidual problems of the individual subscribers?

MR. COOPER:

Conceptually there could be, not only con

ceptually there could be, but there is, I don’t know about the
Midwest Stock Exchange, but I know that the CEIR, for instance,

will supply these services.

One of the firms, by the way, which

has been driven in this direction step by step over its violent

protest has been IBM.

You know, they did not want to get into

the systems analysis business.

They have been pushed.

And what are some of the problems that occur here?

They have hired operations research people and I think this is
where a lot of the criticisms have come in, whether valid or not,

I wouldn’t want to say too vigorously.

But you have to remember

their people as they look at the thing are coming in from almost

the opposite side.

A lot of these people are hard science people,
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They have no background in business language, in business

organization.

They are likely to get hold of a part of this

problem and see it completely in computer terms and stop.

They

don’t see the additional possibilities emerging in this direction.
Let me again bring this to a sharp focus by saying in

the early years with the able support of Dr. Charnes I was able
to advise a lot of firms that were getting in high speed com

puters, not to hire professional mathematicians which they

thought they ought to hire.

Some of them hired them and both

they and the mathematicians got terribly unhappy with each other.

It is easy enough, you see, for us standing here at this end with
some familiarity with business and management problems to assess

our shortcomings

on the other end, but if you get around and

look at the other side of it you find there are short comings
there as well.

They know the methodology, but they don’t know

what to do with it.

I once remarked to Abe, and found that he agreed with
me on this, I said I found that the two people that got surprised
and indicated this belief when I told them it was possible to puts

people in the form of mathematical equations was the ordinary
business school graduate and the professional mathematician.

Intermediate in precision, logical or the ultimate abandonment

The
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of mathematical precision — The moment I told this to a

business school graduate he got

frightened and the moment I

I told it to a mathematician he also got

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

frightened.

Then our appropriate role is that

of catalyst or intermediary against these people?

MR. COOPER:

I would say for my money you people have

the best start with respect to the terms of management and at
the same time you have your feet in an analytical discipline
which is closely related and in case I am arguing even stronger
here, essentially related to the kind of disciplines that we

are talking about here, I think you are in a position to pick up

these things and add them to the other things and add them to the
kind of guidance and leadership, to the kind of things we are

talking about here.
MR. CAREY:

And taking only so much from mathematics

and figures as related to the business problem, as the doctors

are taking from psychology, whatever they need.

They are not all

related to chemists.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Solomon stated generally economists

were quite happy for us to get into the economic analysis area
once the techniques have been designed and the theory explored.
Valance argued many of the ORSA and TEMS type people were not
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really on the verge of taking over.

This is essentially your

point of view.
Let me ask you this question. Some of the elite

membership of ORSA or TEMS, what portion of the membership would
agree with you and with Valance?

MR. COOPER:

I wouldn’t have any real impression, Bob,

but we are devoting a lot of thought to this, except in the form
of a lot of criticism which they feel are shortcomings of ac
countants in terms of applying to them — in other words what

they think they need.

But I don’t detect among them any desire

to go in and take over the administration of this kind of function
is my immediate reaction to your statement.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

That they don't want to be bothered

with the organizational structure and the ethical and organiza
tional problems of a professional organization, or that they

don’t conceive themselves in an attitude of independence and
complete objectivity, or is it that they haven’t thought of it?

MR. COOPER:

I would hate to say which it is.

What do

you think?

DR. CHARNES:

I think it is quite true ORSA when it

started out flaunted it was going to be doing certification as to
professional competence and so forth and has really not done
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anything comparable and there is not even anything comparable to

a CPA's exam and the standards of knowledge involved.

Anything

of this sort is so distant down the pike.
MR. BEDFORD:

How many members are there in ORSA?

DR. CHARNES:

About four thousand.

MR. BEDFORD:

And TEMS?

DR. CHARNES:

About thirty-five hundred.

MR. BEDFORD:

And there is great overlapping?

DR. CHARNES:

Yes.

MR. BEDFORD:

What percentage of them are primarily in

the academic area?
DR. CHARNES:

About eighty or ninety per cent.

MR. BEDFORD:

An answer to this question could be that

they don’t organize themselves because they are still in more or
less an academic area, they are not thinking in terms of or
ganizing themselves to the practical problems.

research oriented.

They are still

This has been an analogy that has been made

to me, and that is the reason I am posing the question.

DR. CHARNES:

I would think that the majority of

members of ORSA are in industry in one form or another, including
your research organizations of various sorts.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Looking over the membership lists
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in Pittsburgh and Chicago, I would say that there is a prepon

derance, the vast preponderance of membership in both organi

zations are people who presently have greater loyalities or ties
or what have you to some other organization.

MR. COOPER: Well, at the chapter level the vast number
of people there are in industry.
They are kind of academically

oriented to industrialist but they are industrialist neverthe
less.

MR. CAREY:

I have a variation of this question.

The

identification of the certified public accountants is basically

toward auditing, historically

any way, and there are some

questions about that which trouble us.

For one thing, the thing

we mentioned at lunch, the relationship between the past and the

future as projections become more dependable makes you wonder

whether this cut-off and certification is as important as it

professes to be.
Again, whether the highly conventionalized and

legalistic opinion confined to these income statements and

balance sheets, in a sense a kind of a straight jacket that holds

CPA’s back from using the same attesting quality in other areas
or in a different way —

What is going to be the impact of this

projection technique plus computer technique on auditing and why
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can’t an operations research man attest just as well as a

certified public accountant can attest to these results in the
few years ahead?
Well, if you think of a particular

MR. COOPER:

situation, let’s say someone applying for a bank loan, assume

that this kind of improvement in the projection techniques
develops and a banker wants someone to examine this and make sure

the data being forecast

here are actually applicable to the

firm that is applying for the loan.

If this kind of thing becomes

rampant then I don’t see how the accounting profession can say
no to something like that without Immediately putting the banker
in a position of requiring someone else who would certainly be

the operations research man, would be a kind of a qualified
individual —

whether he would sign a scope and an opinion kind

of certificate, I don’t know.
MR. CAREY:

Would anybody care?

MR. COOPER: But he could certainly provide this attest
function.

When that occurs, I would rather hope that the pro

fession would say, all right now, the methodology has developed
to the stage where

this kind of thing can bear out the attest

function and resolve the issue in that fashion.

Because again

sure as shooting if they don’t and these kinds of developments
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occur someone else will do it.

MR. CAREY:

The banker or the investor is normally

going to be more interested in the future than he was in the

past if he can get reliable projections in the future.
MR. COOPER: I think one of the things these method
ologies open up is the fact a good many issues, we have a

separate section here called Misstated Issues — which have come
in the form of, we must do this or we must do that when in fact
these methods make it possible to do both so the issue disappears
We have spent a lot of time fighting over this, whether this is
a long range or short range objective.

But what is the difference?

We handle both.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I want to carry Jack’s point a

little bit further and I think at least all of us know it or
think of it, I have taken the position that in spite of the

profession’s stylized attestation of historical results, we do
in fact every day without either realizing it or admitting it,

attestation in a lot of areas where we don't call it that.

It

may be an implicit attestation, it may be a non-standard attest

ation, but we are really extending every day the attest function

without generally calling it such.
MR. CAREY:

Sure, when you do a budgeting job you are
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firm’s reputation behind it as having been done as according to
the best standards to which you have knowledge.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Right.

So in effect every time

we sign a management service’s report on a systems recommendatio n

or evaluation we are in a sense attesting.

Do you quarrel with

that?

MR. COOPER:

No.

DR. CHARNES: No.
MR. COOPER:

I think the thing to grasp here is that

we have gotten so used — There was a sentence here in the

accounting profession, page 158 that struck me.

copy with me.

I don’t have my

I had it carefully marked off and I noticed it is

not in my brief case.

MR. CAREY:

What is the sense of it?

MR. COOPER: You see, I think we keep forgetting a heck

of a lot of progress and science and progress comes out of what
I call methodological progress rather than instrument progress.

[We now know these kinds of germs cause this kind of disease.
This is what I call substantive progress.

The methodological

would be the development of an electronic microscope where you can

find out whether these kinds of germs cause this kind of disease.
It is a curious thing when you think about it because accounting
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itself is not a substantive progress.

progress.

It is a methodological

It allowed us to do many things and it has itself

sparked off both substantive and methodological progress in its

own right that was not previously possible or convenient.
One of the big things is what we are witnessing,

whether it be the mathematics you are looking at or the electronic

computer or the statistics or whatever else you are considering
here, we are witnessing a great amount of methodological progress
from which a lot of substantive progress will follow later on.
I think one of the difficult things that you people
have to assess here is exactly what kind of provisions should be

made for accounting accommodations, for the accounting method

ological progress that I see still in the offing.

And also, what

kind of provisions accounting should make to influence that
methodological progress.

This also stems and leads back to the kind of issue
we have been discussing here and it seems to me it wraps the
thing up nice and neatly in a package in terms of the education

issue, of the kind of accountant we are trying to produce for the
future.
Now let me clinch the point at least to my satisfaction

in the following fashion.

I am arguing in terms of the
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accounting curriculum, mathematics curriculum, statistics
curriculum, marketing curriculum, what have you, this kind of

methodological progress allows us to do different kinds of
development and we have overlooked different kinds of develop
ment that can be done by using this methodology in itself and

we will have to look back at these hard and fast divisions we
have found in the past and learn how to regroup them and this

methodology permits us to do that.
MR. BEDFORD:

Let me point out the problem.

First we

have the problem in the profession to accept an expansion of
the methodology that we have.

Secondly we have a problem then of reorienting our
research program to provide for the extention of that method

ology.

Now relative to the third issue that you had here,

that this methodology was accounting statistics and mathematics,
I had assumed that there was agreement that marketing, what

others did you have, that really this move from mathematics to
statistics to accounting became part of a functional aspect —
That marketing is a functional aspect rather than a discipline.

MR. COOPER: That is what we were discussing in terms of
that first example, Norton, where we started out with a problem
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in how to deliver oil from the production point to storage trucks.

We would ordinarily say that is the Job of the transport manager
who is in charge of the transportation.
being given

We visualize him as

accounting data with which to do that.

the Job of the accountant.

That is

We got all through with that, we

looked at the thing and said, out of the same kind of methodology

we now want to examine the conditions.
We focused this up and I did it deliberately by looking
at the Job of the marketing manager.
What I am suggesting is that the one methodology now

allows us to cut across these three things in a way we could not

do before.

We had to divide these things up in a certain way

because of the stage of methodology that we had reached.

This

gives us an opportunity to look at them in a different way.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Which is not new in a sense.

The

transportation manager always was concerned with the cost
assigned to him in the trivial debit and credit sense of the word.
MR. CAREY:

I find this quite a source of confusion,

incidentally, among some of our people in discussing management
service among CPA's.

They say CPA’s should not get into pro

duction, they should not get into marketing, but what we think is
that they provide information for decision-making in all phases.
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CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: We will declare a ten minute break
for coffee and then we will have one more round with these guys

and they will be gone.
MR. BEDFORD:

MR. COOPER:

Did you accept Jack’s statement?

What I am going to say is, you are going

to see a lot more boiling over from this quarter because of the
ways we have been given to thinking of these things, production,

finance, marketing, top management, down the line management are
themselves going to be subject to a great deal of reshuffling

precisely because of these methodology developments.

[A recess was taken.]
MR. CAREY:

I went through all the questions last night

and checked off the ones I wanted to address to most of the

gentlemen.

I have now checked off most of them.

It seems to me

there are three important areas left, two more important than
the other.
One has to do with the definition that came up at lunch

and is not on the record and the other is we have eight or nine
questions about research in here and Bill has expressed that
several times and it might pay to explore that a little bit, what

kind of research, how do we get it done, should it be done in
conjunction with the business, should we do it independently, how
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should it be financed?

And the third had to do with the personnel problem
that this inflicts on us.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

We have roughly a half an hour.

I think we should pick up these.

Norton, do you have anything

else to throw into the hopper?
MR. BEDFORD:

No.

MR. HEIMBUCKER:

The only one I have, first I would

like to get on the record some of the things Bill had to say

about this definition at luncheon.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Then can we agree we will impose

on you to four o’clock and try to tackle these three and let us
lead the questioning on those three?

MR. CAREY:

The definition one, there is no specific

question. We have said it is measurement communication, financial
and economic data and other than economic data or in fact context

by economic we mean non-financial data related to business like
units of inventory or numbers of people.

We are not trying to

take in the realm of the statistician and the economists, but we

don’t know any other way to express this and this is extremely
helpful to know what field we think we are talking about.

had some comment on that at lunch.

You
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CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Sometimes I think I have said

quantitative data.
DR. CHARNES:

control.

These two examples, one was air traffic

The situation, the requirements for detailed record

keening, real times for action, on the basis of principle of
exception seem to be very much the same as the type of gener
alization for which the methodology of accounting has been —

or shall I say, methodology, I don’t want to say philosophy --

the concepts of accounting have been developed. They seem to fit
that analogy.

Another one is that of a strategic system like SAGE,
BEM, BMEWS. There are people who are working actively on these
problems.

I think most of them at the moment are coming from the

area which is quite different from accounting information, for

that matter, even industrial engineering, electrical engineering

for one and similar functions.

Now in order to do something effective with these

problems in some sense they have to reveal the same sort of
conceptual approach immediately, wo would call it, and isomorphic
approach.
These are problems that have the same form and if they
do that, if accountants do not move into these areas, then there

is also the possibility that in view of the same form that this
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group is also likely to encroach or overlap on the functions,
areas which have been more traditionally the province of
accounting.

MR. COOPER: I would add to that, Jack, I think a
great many of these distinctions between financial and non-

financial and qualitative and quantitative are again functions
of the stage of methodology.

It is a distinction at some stage;

it is completely erroneous at other stages.

The little machine

loading model I was using here was completely fiscal accepting
market data.

The report on which the note was based in terms of

which I drew those four charts was a structure roughly in the

following fashion,
[Blackboard]

We have the typical plant here, we

have certain relations here and we have the double entry accounts

here.

In terms of these methods you are completely irresponsible

if you Just say, "I am going to divide and solve this part of the
problem without regard to the balance sheet implication ".

Whereas you can do the two together, you are Just as irrespon
sible as if you stand over here and do the financial without
doing the production.

Here the fiscals and the financial lose

their meaning as identity.

At least it is convenient for you to

do them together without trying to do them separately.
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In fact, if you do them as now done separately and

then try to do the two together, try some sort of coordinating
committee, you invite trouble in the firm and make your Job

doubly difficult.
We spoke about the SKF example earlier in the game.
In order to Illustrate what can be done on linear programing of
that kind, we did a little example of this kind to show the firm
that it was to their advantage to use the less efficient machines

on the less profitable products, which sounds like a contra
diction in terms until you take into account all of the inter
actions over that system.
You cannot judge what is best to do just by looking at

the financial and cost figure independent of the fiscal figures

any more than you can judge what it is best to do by looking
at the fiscal figures independent of the financial figures.

In

fact, we don’t have it elaborated here, but to take one typical

example of this, we can develop now out of these techniques, not
only a break-even analysis of the kind you were talking about

with respect to profit and loss figures, but a break-even analysis
with respect to both the fiscal figures and dollar figures at

the same time and with that we get dual evaluaters with which we
determine whether or not to alter the conditions under which we
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are insisting the integrated firm operate.

So again to me it seems to answer your question, if

we look at the methodology, we set ourselves in a position to
reconcile them to the extent that the progress of our knowledge
will allow us to without being caught in the trap of looking back
at the current ways we have of dividing up the various aspects

of the managerial functions and then asking ourselves whether

this is the correct way.
MR. CAREY:

That is clear and comforting.

In other

words, it is a great mistake to think of accounting as having to

do solely with dollar signs.
MR. COOPER: And it is also a mistake to think of it

as not having anything to do with dollar signs.
MR. CAREY:

And this reaffirms the approach we had made

this other data has to be correlated with other data.

It may

shock Herman a little bit.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: At lunch I said when he dreamed up
those lovely words, it may have meant a little more than we
realized at the time.

MR .CAREY:

Maybe financial and quantitative data would

be a little less ambiguous than financial and economic data.
MR. COOPER: What is the distinction you had in mind
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between quantitative and qualitative?

MR. CAREY: Numbers, machine hours, man hours, time.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: But all qualitative characteristics
can be converted to quantitative data if you wish?

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Isn’t it true our concern about the

word economic doesn’t stem from that, it stems from the fact
that the word economic related to economists and their whole

field?
MR. COOPER:

They are in exactly the same boat.

You see,

when I write these symbols, X for quantity and I for account and

J for account or I for debit to a certain account, I am making
at least three different uses of the word numbers here; the use

is quantitative.

Three thousand dollars to go into this; namely,

the name of this account.

I can even write down things as

account A is better than account B or status A is better than

status B.

That is a perfectly legitimate use of numbers for me

to do that.
What I have to be careful of in doing that, and this is

part of this methodology, is not to treat these numbers Just

because they have the same numbers, to assume they have the same
properties.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Tn terms of a definition do you have
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any suggestions on the definition we are trying to use which
would make our field clear?

I think you understand what we mean

and evidently you agreed, in fact you are even extending it

beyond what we were thinking of.
But you see our worry was the use of this work

economic because it has other connotations.
MR. COOPER:

discipline.

j

It seems to be corrected with this word

I would worry about whether it is quantitative or

qualitative.
We have also in accounting been engaged with things

qualitative and quantitative ever since I can remember.

But the

bench mark of our discipline is in terms of what we can develop
without losing hold of what shall I call it, the objectivity,
the kind of logical justification of what we do irrespective of

whether it is a number, a thing, whether it has a dollar sign or
not attached to it.

We used to make a distinction between

accounting and non-accounting by reference to something that we

called statistics.

By statistics we meant something not subject

to the elementary treatment.

But the minute I put something on

the drum of that computer even if it be a person's name, it is

an account now.

It has an I and a J on it and that becomes

subject to the double entry discipline.

So without letting go
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of double entry discipline we are moving way out from where we

have been.
MR. CAREY: Maybe it should be financial and microeconomic data.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD; No.

MR. COOPER:

I want to hang on to these things, you

see, without getting in the realm where we are arguing with
everyone else coming down the pike, as to whether our subjective
judgements are better than theirs.

I don't think that is where

the forte of the ordinary accountant lies.

He might be smarter

or he might be dumber than somebody else, but I don’t think this
is what distinguishes him as an accountant.

He has something else behind him, partly a profession,
partly a discipline.

I happen to think the two go together.

When I say an accountant did this, we mean another person can

identify this as something that has a validity all of its own.
He put this I and this J and this X here and he can justify doing
it.

MR. BEDFORD: Had you thought of this point, discipline

and the profession are synonymous, previously?

MR. COOPER:

Yes. The thing that got me to it more than

anything else, when we were first developing the statistical
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applications on the one hand and the linear applications on the
other, I won’t mention the name of the firms, but I was quite

struck.
ant firm.

One was an accounting firm and the other was a consult
The accounting firm was extremely dubious without

attempting to evaluate the techniques that were involved in this

case, the statistics.

The management consulting firm’s reaction

was, we don’t understand it, do you think we can get anybody to
try it so we can understand what it is?
charge them a fee.

Meaning they would

It so happens that it worked.

But I began

to get very curious about the two different kinds of traditions

of these two approaches, the very large, overlapping problems of

management as I found them.

It is not ACME; the Association of

Consulting and Managing Engineers does not have a code of en

gineers.

What they are lacking is a discipline.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

And they are coming to be very

concerned about it so there must be some realization of their
lack.

MR. CAREY:
answered.

Well I think that question is very well

Should we use up some time on research?
MR. BEDFORD:

There were so many questions I don’t

know if we can isolate them all.

How much research?

do it with universities, other professional groups?

Should we
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Incidentally, ACME has proposed our joining forces with some

research as yet undefined.

Should individual firms be saddled

with some responsibility for the profession?

itself be asked to support it?

Should industry

Where do you begin?

We accept the responsibility for the sake of the respon

sibility that you mentioned earlier. Bill, if we want leadership, and all that.

We should go below the research current

Methodology to the underlying sciences and find out what new might

be discovered that could be applied.

But our funds are limited.

Is there any answer to how you begin and how you go to a founda

tion?
Well I think some of the individual firms

MR. COOPER:

are already doing this.
MR. CAREY:

Form a committee with people like your

selves and other people from other groups with common interest?

MR. COOPER:
modest scale.

Yes, I think you might begin on a fairly

I think the question is, you have to take some

responsibility here.

I think the profession has to take some

responsibility here.

I am not sure just what form that should

take.

Probably at the start some kind of a small committee con

sisting of fairly senior, mature accounting personnel, what shall

I say, a somewhat scholarly attitude, kind of an openness about
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them, meeting with groups.
Well I guess I would go all out here, probably with
mathematicians and statisticians who have already evidenced a

considerable interest in this area, both in terms of a kind of
broad-gauged overall initial exploration of what might be done

and in order to focus this up, some kind of an evaluation or
program looking for the development of problem material that
both groups would find of Interest, the accountants on the one
hand, the mathematicians and statisticians on the other hand.
Does this accord with your ideas, Abe?
DR. CHARNES:

Yes, I think it would be desirable.

Isn’t most of it pure basic scientific

MR. CAREY:

knowledge?

MR. BEDFORD:

I would like to see more of a merger in

research between the university and the profession as such.

I

would like very much to see if there couldn’t be a scheme worked

up where the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
could at the research level deal with the universities directly

and further this type of research.

I think there is a carry over that needs communication
both ways to effectively carry this out.
MR. CAREY:

There is something wrong with our approaches
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to research.

This is an observation and not a question.

may throw some light.

But it

We have thought a couple of thousand

bucks a year going into research and financial statement pre
sentation, accounting principles, unrelated to what we are talking

about.

We have another couple hundred thousand dollars going

into semi-research efforts in the management field, auditing

procedures and techniques, a little statistical sampling here and
there and fragments, but I am going to feel strongly that we ought

to have maybe some outside person who understands research as
research regardless of accounting come in and tell us how to get

the most for our money and how to combine what we are doing with
other people.

MR. COOPER: One of the objectives — I am sorry.
DR. CHARNES:

I think Bill's statement on that of per

haps using the intermediary of a committee, it could be one

person, but I think it is unlikely that just one would have
sufficient breadth in various areas that you might want.

MR. CAREY:

Present company accepted, my feeling about

committees is not exalted.
MR. COOPER:

That is partly what I had in mind.

MR. CAREY:

We get better results if we pay some con

sultant to give us a professional opinion.
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MR. HEIMBUCHER: What about a commission approach like

the Common Body of Knowledge project, a commission with a

full

paid director?
MR. CAREY: Just to study our problem?

MR. HEIMBUCHER: I am not sure, but I am wondering if
that method of approach could be applied to this problem?

We

have to define the problem more precisely.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: I mentioned a bit of this and I am

one of those who says, let nothing wait until we have a common
body of knowledge because it may be sometime. [Laughter]
Now in a sense really apart from the purely research
aspect there, isn’t the subject matter really overlapping between
our body of knowledge search and our proposed research efforts?

MR. CAREY:

isn’t an overlapping.

There is a certain parallelism, if there

I am not quite sure.

But I think your

absence could be summed up in this statement, our research
activity in all the technical areas are motivated, they are not

under one direction.

Nobody has examined the extent to which

they might be greatly supplemented by what other people are doing
or joined by what other people are doing or even Integrated among

themselves.
1 have a feeling a new look is needed and I don’t quite
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know how to go about it.

We have added one stage of Topsy’s

growth to the next stage to the next stage without having any

end result in view.
MR. COOPER: One way, I think, of rephrasing part of
what you are searching for, Jack, is to say in the way of eval
uation of current possibilities, past practices, possibly even
immediate extrapolations would be, to say that the profession

deserves very high praise indeed.
bulletins are a case in point.

up actually out of practice.

these things.

The accounting research

Here is the way issues have come

We have machinery looking over

Everybody seems to be happy with them.

But it is

a pretty good solution on the whole, I think.
When we look further at the other kinds of things that

are opening up here and particularly at the prospect of both
educating our future generation of accountants and both influenc

ing the kinds of methodological influences that are not yet in

existence, they in the profession, both at the academic and

statement of the position we have found in the statistics area.
Bob was referring to that, that the statisticians have sold us

short and this was to be expected.

distance.

They carried us a certain

But they didn't particularly care.
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I have more recently noticed statisticians coming

through and talking to me.

They are more interested in the

accounting problems. I don’t know what will come of it.

But I

can well imagine it happening if we provide the leadership on a
broader gauge than just regarding statistical sampling by itself;
possibly even with complementary effects.

With this kind of

strategy I would be looking for, I think, whether you go the

commission route,

the committee route or have a paid consultant

is something you will have to just thrash out.

have any advice to give on that.

I don’t really

If you go the committee route

which is about ail Abe and I have talked about, I would urge that
you give the committee something more than just the Job of global

statesmanship.

They ought to have the job of coming up with

something fairly concrete, maybe just a couple of specimen kinds

of problems which would be of Interest to let’s say, a theoretical

mathematician and a practicing accountant, a kind of open-minded

ness.

I would be delighted if they would go a stage further
and say the kind of thing we can well imagine going into Norton

Bedford’s textbook in such a fashion that a mathematician reading
it would find it a challenging experience.

He would not under

stand the accounting of it but he would understand the rest of it,
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MR. BEDFORD: Yes, I understand what you are saying.

I am not sure you can get him to go that

MR. COOPER:

far at this stage.

You might find him dragging his heels.

You

might say here is a problem a mathematician would be pleased to
get some results on even if it were ten years hence.

you can bring them down all the better.

You can’t expect too

Does that answer your question?

much the first time around.
MR. CAREY:

Of course,

1 think it does.

I think it answers a

whole series of them.
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Except it opens up more.

What immediate

use are you thinking of for the promulgation of questions of this
kind?

Are you relating it primarily to education or are you re

lating it to trying to pull up the level of the general practi
tioner as he exists today or what are you trying to do? I am not

asking that critically.

MR. COOPER:

Oh no.

I think it is very perceptive.

My

answer is both.
Let me give you a concrete problem that Iturji Levy,

Lyons et al

worked on.

Here was an overshoot of what I did

seven or eight years ago. Magnolia Petroleum was interested In
developing a circulation model in which they could study the cir

culation of accounts all through the entire oil company.

They
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drew flow charts and the thing got completely unmanageable and

broke down.

The optimo principles plus other mathematical short
cuts in my opinion have now opened this.
committee has gotten together.
old Magnolia proposal.

I can well imagine your

Somewhere in my files I have this

I would be glad to give it to Bob and

you could say, here is something, Mr. Mathematician that looks

to be of interest to you.

We would like to think of, for every

managerial proposal anybody can think of at any time, what is

going to happen to the fund, how much cash, how much income, how

much fixed assets are going to appear in the various accounts
under all these various modes of behavior.

If you think about

it a minute, it is fairly clear it is going to get unmanageable.

But if you think about it for a couple more minutes, it is fairly
clear it is of interest to accountants.
Now seven years later something was done to open that

door again.

I don’t know.

Whether it will turn out to be completely practical,
But it is conceivable to me seven years of lag in

that development could have been forestalled.

So there is the

answer on the research side.
On the education side I would say if that had been done
we would have it in a form that Norton could put in his textbook
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right now.

There is the answer on the education side and I think

you have to look toward both of these sides because either way
you look at it, we are looking toward the future.

Does that

answer your question?

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Definitely.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
MR. CAREY:

And now what about people?

Well the only item, it is a very simple

one and I guess maybe not worthy of much time, but computers make
a great deal of difference in the employment of people.

Tradi

tionally the profession has recruited unskilled people with

academic background giving them two or three years of training,
largely consisting of work that will not be necessary you just

take over.

You will need more highly trained people who won’t

have access to the training.

It is an interesting mathematical

problem.
MR. COOPER:

Well you know, there is a way of stating

that in terms of an optimumization.

Go ahead.

DR. CHARNES: Are you asking what the likely demands are

going to be from the computer side?

For one thing, the computer
!

capability of a relatively less trained technical person are

expanding enormously.

There are these very much simpler systems

in programing and coding.

In other words, part of it for merely
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great technical difficulties involved are actually being over
come by means of new developments, newer sorts of products for
the machines themselves.
MR. CAREY:

Then this must mean in the auditing end

relatively less highly trained people could be utilized effectively.
If they can be utilized in the programing they must be able to

be utilized in the auditing.
DR. CHARNES: Yes.

They would not need to be able to do

such elaborate technical types of manipulations, to be able to
use the machine for whatever they want, bookkeeping or other

information or processes that the computer takes over.

And this

opens up the point that you raised, one can devote more time to
he fundamental bases, concepts and methods of accounting and

auditing and education of those who are going into this field.
They don’t need to spend all of that time on these technical

developments that a few years ago they would have needed.
CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD: Does that wrap it up for you, Jack,
Well is there anything you would

and you, Norton, and you, Clif?

like to do by way of summing up?
MR. COOPER:

Customarily we don’t ask you.

Well, as I understand it, you are going to

prepare a working document?

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

Yes, you will see the transcript
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first.

Then you will see what we call the position working paper.
MR. COOPER:

I don’t know that it is terribly important

we summarize at this point provided there is a summary somewhere

in the document.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

I was going to say we generally

tell our outsider, if when you get home on reflection you think

of a point or points that were not adequately treated or were not

raised, it is helpful for us to have a letter from you about these

things so that we get it into the document on
MR. COOPER:

Then I

will put Abe on

I want read into the record his judgements on
mathematics for accountants.

the first go-around,
the spot right now.

the teaching of

I just want that on the record so

I can badger him later on that statement.
DR. CHARNES: Perhaps the most important point there is

that when new courses, not simply the old ones or simply the
idea

that you will require a certain amount in time in mathe

matics per se in your accounting education.

Now there is a good example in here.

This is page 10

of Collegiate News and Views of Southwest and it lists Appendix
1 - A, Proposed Mathematics Curricula for School of Business.
What it has done here is to make it convenient for the

department to use any and all sorts of persons and any and all
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sorts of illustrations and motivations they have for these four
courses.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:
DR. CHARNES:

What are they?

Well first is called College Algebra,

Receipts Functions, Decisions and a few other things.

Second, Linear Algebra.

Third, Semester Introduction of Algebra, Function of

Graphs and so on.
Fourth Semester Introduction to Probability Building

Concepts.
I might say if I were doing this I might almost com

pletely reverse this sort of thing.

You see each of these can

be given completely independent by people who are not correlated

in any other way with the other courses in here and there is
clearly no attempt whatsoever made here to relate this to the
fundamental source of conception.

And now I am saying of mathe

matics, which are likely to be of use both on the developments
one has today and in future developments and to motivate these

from an accounting or business or social situation.

The number of basic concepts, ideas, even in mathematics,

is not tremendous.

The number that you expect to teach in a year
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or in two years is not that tremendous.

I think this sort of

thing is true in any field, but which ones you out in, how you
motivate them, makes a tremendous amount of difference.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

tions are these

For the record, whose recommenda

or is it a group?

DR. CHARNES:

Dr. John M. Kuhlman, associate professor

of economics, School of Business and Public Administration,

University of Missouri.

MR. COOPER:

I don’t want to be particularly critical,

but this one happened to be convenient.

I think what has happened

here is, you see, he has allowed the mathematician to present him

with their available bill of fare in the form in which they like
it.

He has not really gone in, which I think would be required,

with expert help to see what can be done in terms of shuttling,

winnowing out, rearranging, possibly even relabeling, and I don’t
think, I guess I would add, that the better job can be done by

someone who is sitting on the outside of the discipline of

accounting on one hand advises you on your mathematics on the
other hand.

I don’t mean that the man has to become a pro

fessional accountant, but I think he has to get far enough into

this thing to understand the kinds of developments, the kinds of
things you people want to orient your students to

and I would
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argue on the other hand, the accountant on the other side, and
this is tough on your committee, has to be willing to not take

these things for granted and this is where Mr. Kuhlman made his
mistake.

CHAIRMAN TRUEBLOOD:

These are known as indirect talks

The University of Illinois and Carnegie are involved.
Well, very well.

MR. COOPER:

Thank you very much.

We have enjoyed it.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Thank you very much indeed.

[The meeting adjourned at 4:15 o’clock.]

